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Local Girl Wins
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Kimberlee L. Benton

Kimberlee L. Benton was
recently awarded Grand Prize
Winner in the Annual Great
American Modeling And Talent
Search completion held in San
Francisco, CA. Kimberlee was
among 63 contestants, ranging
from ages of six to eight.
The competition included runway modeling, a photo shoot,
commercials readings, and a
close-up face shot 1\velve talent
scouts, from across the country
judged each category. Kimberlee
placed first in every section.
Kimberlee is eight years old
and was born in San Bernardino,
September 11, 1987. Kimberlee
attends Rio Vista Elementary
School, and is a Gate student
there on the Honor Roll.
Kimberlee is the daughter of
the Michael and Denise Benton
of San Bernardino.

Moreno Valley
Resident
Appointed To
EPA Committee

n June of 1982 Alex C.
Mair, a former Vice President of General Motors
began discussing an innovative, small car project that in
July was named Saturn by chief
designer, Phil Garcia. The rest
is history and a car projected to
beat the Japanese in the smallcar race was born.
In 1982 Jim Trainer, owner of
the new Saturn of Ontario was
completing his ninth year in the
car business. "Back then we
learned an entirely different
way of selling cars," said Trainer. "We are now Satumized.
The Saturn way is entirely different. Our focus is on what the
customer wants with no pres-

sure from a sales person. No
hassle on the sticker price.
What is listed is the best most
reasonable cost available and
our delivery system is second to
none."
Trainer, responded to Universal Media's invitation to invite
members of the West Coast
Black Publishers Association to
visit his facility. Publishers
came from as far away as
Sacramento and Oxnard to welcome Trainer to the California
market and to the 900,000 people he will service in this market area.. Saturn also annouced
their intention to advertise. "
"We are pleased that Mr.
Farmer is committed to developing an advertising program
for 1996 to advertise in our
group's publications," said Ter-

sit Asrat, owner of Universal
Media Group. Her company
will handle the program.
Trainer takes personal interest in selling each car. He even
joins the staff ~ they welcome
c· h new car buyer as a part of
the Saturn family. Every customer is important and he
guarantees if you come to his
store you will feel good about
your purchase.
That feel good atmosphere
had him selling just short of a
dozen cars in four days.
Considering the Saturn Plant
can only build enough cars for
each of their approximately 350
dealers to sell only three cars a
day, he has surpassed himself.
That 's without anyone even
knowing that he is open for
business. "Some people

West Africa Meets Inland Empire

Leonard Robinson

Recently, Moreno Valley resident Leonard E. Robinson was
appointed by the Moreno Valley
City Co\lncil to serve on the
Ecological Protection Advisory
Committee for a term that ends
June 30, 1996. The Committee
serves in an advisory capacity to
the City Council and staff on
environmental matters.
This is Robinson's second
tour of duty with the committee.
He has served as Vice-Chair and
Chair when the committee was
known as the Citizen's Hazardous Waste Advisory Committee and was involved in the
selection process for the present
committee's name. It was during Robinson's tenure on the
committee that Riverside County's very first Household Hazardous Waste Round-up was
held in Moreno Valley in 1986.
Robinson, 40, is married and
has three children. He is cur. rently the Environmental/Manager at TAMCO, a steel recycling facility in Rancho Cucamonga. In 1994, Robinson
received a letter of commendation from the Moreno Valley
City Council for initiating a program where firearms and knives
confiscated by Southern Califor- nia law enforcement agencies
(including Riverside County
Sheriff's) are melted and recycled into steel reinforcing bar
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Recently the Inland Empire African-American Chamber of commerce was host to a 3
member delegation from Senegal, West Africa. The delegates were visiting the United
States to make trade contact and to learn how the US private and public sector work
together to Increase international trade and economic development. The group's leader,
Mr. Ndiaye spoke to the Chamber members about trade and Investment opportunities with
Senegal. Pictured from left to right are: Elijah Frazier, Vice-President of the AfricanAmerican Chamber; Kathleen Barros, Principal Partner of Access International and Chair
of the Riverside (IRC) Council For International Visitors; Mr. Fallou Samb, Head of Regional

Nancy Wilson _
To Be Honored
• Singer To Be
·
Saluted For Her
Tireless Fight
Against HIV/AIDS

T

he Minority AIDS
Project will salute a
legend, Nancy Wilson,
on December 29, 1995, at the
Century Plaza Hotel in Los
Angeles. This is a special
evening because the multitalented songstylist is not being
honored for her illustrious
singing career, but because of
significant contributions she
has made of her time and talent
in the fight against fllV/AIDS .
The evening,"A Salute to
Nancy Wilson," will kick-off a
special evening of dinner and
performances by top jazz
artists. The performances wiU
not only honor one of the
Wilson at her tribute and let her
world's greatest entertainers
know how much she is really
but it will also assist the
appreciated. This keep-sake
Minority AIDS Project in
book will be cherishe d and
reaching its goal to raise over
looked at many times over.
$1,000,000 to serve its clients
Co-Chairs of this event, Bill
in 1996.
Cosby and Quincy Jones, will
The Minority AIDS Project
also be present as they help
wi11 also publish a special
enable the Minority AIDS
Souvenir Journal which will be
Project to continue its work.
distributed to all guests of the
For more information, call
event. Individuals will have
(213) 936-4949.
the chance to congratulate
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watched the building go up and
waited for us to open. They
were happy to see us in the
Ontario Auto Center," said
Trainer.
James Farmer, Vice President
of Marketing for Saturn,
George Doss III, Saturn's Western Regional Sales, Service
and Marketing Manager, Lee
McDaniel, Corporate, Otis
Reid, GM Manager-West,
Nicole Merritt, Public Relations
Rick Thompson, Saturn Marketing Rep., and Tom Jacobs,
GMAC Branch Manager, were
all on hand for.this momentous
occasion. It was remarked that
generally with all the busy
schedules, that many GM officials usually meet only through
conference calls.
indicates
the special significance placed
on the success of the dealer-

ship.
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Jim Trainer (R) makes a point to James Farmer, (L) Vice
President of Marketing for Saturn.
·

This

Trade Service - Senegal Ministry of Commerce; Mr. Amadou Hablbou Ndlaye, Sr. Technical
Advisor of Senegal Ministry of Commerce; Mr. Pap Abdou Ly, Chief Financial Officer
(Office of the President of Senegal); and Harold Webber, President of the Inland Empire
African-American Chamber and Advisor of Pacific Investment Advisors.
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"We feel very good about Mr.
Trainer," said Farmer. "He has
been completely Satumized."
Trainer is a native of Birmingham, Alabama, where he
began the automotive business
as the first African American
salesperson at Edwards Chevrolet in 1971. In 1984, he became
a member of the management
team at Steel City Olds in
Birmingham. By 1991 he
became the owner of Trainer
Oldsmobile, Cadillac, Pontiac,
and GMC Truck, in Warner

Robins, Georgia. He was very
successful and became the
nation's number one minority
car dealer. According to Black
Enterprise Magazine (19921994) and Automobile Fleet
Magazine (1994) he sold more
cars that any other minority
dealer of any make of cars.
"Jim Trainer typifies our Saturn retail partners," says
George Doss Ill. "They are
highly successful retail automotive experts, with organizations
committed to providing superior customer satisfaction and an
exceptional sales and service
experience."
"We're focusing on providing
a pleasant experience for each
customer who walks in the
showroom," Trainer says. "Saturn's philosophy and commitment to exceeding customer
expectations will help to distinguish us in the marketplace."
With that kind of philosophy
the independent subsidiary of
General Motors, based in
Spring Hill, Tennessee and
Troy, Michigan will give the
subcompact and compact markets a run for their money.
Trainer is a graduate of
Kennedy-Western University,
Agoura Hills with a BA in
Business Administration. He is
married and has three young
adult children.

Dr. Andrews Named Moreno
Valley School Superintendent

M

oreno Valley Unified
School District has
named Dr. David
Andrews
as
the
new
superintendent df schools. Dr.
Andrews comes to Moreno
Valley from the Tustin Unified
School District. He succeeds
Supt. Robert C. Lee, who
moved to William S. Hart
Union High School District in
Santa Clarita.
Dr. Andrews has served as
superintendent of Tustin
schools for the past five and
Dr. David Andrews
one-half years.
Tustin in 1990, he was
During his tenure, Tustin
Superintendent of Rialto
Unified built an elementary
Unified School District in San
school and refurbished and
Bernardino county.
reopened two middle schools.
Dr. Andrews received his
Three schools were selected as
bachelor's degree from San
California
Distinguished
Jose State University, his
Schools.
master's
degree from California
Dr. Andrews has been in
State
University
at Los
public education for the past 34
Angeles, and his doctorate from
years. He taught school in
the University of Southern
Hawthorne, Tustin and Mission
California. He has taught
Viejo; was an assistant
graduate level classes in
principal at Tustin and Katella
high schools and principal of educational administration at
UC Irvine and Cal State San
Esperanza High School. His
Bernardino.
district office experience began
Dr. Andrews will begin in his
as a d trector of Secondary
official capacity in Moreno
Edqcation in Placentia. He was
then appointed assistant · Valley on January 3rd. Between
now and that date he will
Superintendent of Instruction in
commence a transition from his
the Covina Valley Unified
duties in Tus'tin to those in
School District in Los Angeles
Moreno Valley.
County. Prior to returning to
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,EDITORIAL
Why We Need More Minority
Teachers!

Inequality And Imprisonment i,
By Dr. Danny Marable
(Part 1\vo of a 1\vo part series)

W

hat explains !he
mass outpourmg
Remember when children aspired to be teachers in the South
of
emotion and
especially before integration? Remember when children were not
enthusiasm of
told they could not learn because they were poor or didn't eat
nearly one million Africanbreakfast? Remember when children respected their teachers, and
American men who came
parents in the community knew the teacher? Remember when the
together in Washington, DC
teacher was a part of the community in which they lived?
last month? Part of their
The reason we are not getting more teachers of color in
motivation is due to the
California is that there are few teachers in the pipeline.
recognition that an entire
While the percentage of students from minority backgrounds has,·. generation of Black leaders,
increased over the past decade, the percentage of minority teachers ' from the community level to
has remained static.
national! politics, has been
According to the California Depanment of Education
eliminated, discredited or
Demographic Unit and Teachers for California Schools In The 21st
destroyed.
Century, the percentage of students from nonwhite groups in
Beginning
wi'th
the
California public schools bas moved from 43.6 % in the 1981-82
assassinations of Malcolm X
school years to 57.8% in the 1993-94 school years. By contrast
and Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.,
Hispanic teachers have increased from 5.9% in 1981 to 8.7 twelve
the American government has
aggressively attempted to
years later. The percentage of Black teachers has declined from 6.2
isolate or imprison Black
in 1981 to 5.4% 1993-94. Asians went from 4.1 in 1984 to 4.5 in
leaders
on the left. The Black
1993.
Panther
Party in the late-19ti0s,
The shortage of minority teachers poses problems to all schools,
early
1970s,
was destroyed by
it denies minority children important role models. We must make
the
FBI
and
local police.
education more attractive to encourage more minority students to
Hundreds
of
progressive
Black
enter the teaching profession.
elected
officials
have
been
The California African American Superintendents (CAAS) are
indicted
and
imprisoned
by
law
concerned about the status, performance, and educational
enforcement
agencies.
Jesse
opportunities of the African American students in particular.
Jackson's Rainbow Coalition
We join CAAS in asking Governor Pete Wilson to support a
seemed to represent a
budget change proposal (BCP) that would provide implementation
breakthrough by Blacks into
dollars for E.C. Chapter 1271, enacted in 1993. That bill
mainstream electoral politics.
established the Science, Mathematics and Technology Teacher
In 1988, Jackson received more
Pipeline Program to identify, suppon and assist elementary,
than seven million popular
secondary and post secondary students with potential to become
votes for the presidency.
teachers of the subjects especially from underrepresented groups.
Jack son had advocated a
Write or call the Governor's office (916) 445-2841. Tell him to
progressive program, calling
get pro-active on this subject. While we do not want a return of the
for basic reforms within the
separate but unequal days, we do want equal access, equal
American political system. His
participation, equal representation and equal compensation. If you
defeat and the decline of the
agree tell the Governor. Tell him you read it in the Black Voice.
Rainbow Coalition as a .
Fax him this editorial and tell him you agree or call him tell him
national organization left a
you agree. You can even write him and tell him we need this
deep vacuum within Black
politics.
Farrakhan
is
signed for the children. Whatever you do this week call Pete
attempting to fill that void, and
Wilson and let your voice be heard: (916) 445-2841.
he astutely understood the need
for effective Black leadership.
The solidarity generated by
the March may obscure
DEAR EDITOR:
growing stratification of Blacks
First giving honor
by income and politics, where
and all glory to our
"racial unity" can be ussd to
Father in Heaven, from
avoid criticism of Africanwhere all blessings
American conservatives like
flow, "Greetings."
Clarence Thomas.
One
example of the political and
I would like to take
class divisions just beneath the
this time to thank
surface within the AfricanCheryl and Hardy
American community is
Brown and Shawndi
provided
by the phenomenon of
Johnson of the Black
General
Colin Powell, the
Voice News, for
former
chairman
of the Joint
featuring my Kwanzaa
Chiefs
of
Staff.
In
an October,
Angels
in
their
1995
USA
Today/CNN/Gallup
Calendar Section.
Sales are up, and my
handcrafted dolls are
reaching
and
expanding
to
a
broadened customer
base.
The
(tree
top)
Kwanzaa Angels are now available at Shades of Art Gallery, 3557,
Suite A, Main St., Riverside, (909) 683-1567 and Tadel 's Fine Art
Gallery, 334 N. "E" St., San Bernardino, (90'J) 885-5568.
It pays to advertise in the Black Voice News.
Sincerely,
Linda J. Phelps
Artist

Letter To The Editor

Poll, far more Whites than
Blacks supported Powell for
the presidency. In head-to-head
competition against Clinton,
Powell as the Republican
candidate would win.a majority
of Whites' votes, 54 percent to
37 percent. But AfricanAmericans overwhelming
endorsed Clinton over the
Black challenger, 68 percent to
25 percent. Among AfricanAmericans, Powell's support is
weakest among the most
oppressed; those with low
incomes, lacking a college
education, and who live in the
South. Powell's greatest
suppon among Blacks comes
from those with college
degrees, whose incomes are
$30,000 and above, and those
who believe "the (O.J.)
Simpson verdict was wrong."
The Black middle class, the
chief
beneficiaries
of
Affirmative-Action
and
minority economic set-asides,
many of those who became
managers, professionals and
technicians, are searching for
an acceptable political
alternative to advance their
own class interests. In this
sense, Colin Powell and Louis
Farrakhan represent two
"different" sides of the same
political coin. Middle class
Republicanism
and
conservative Black nationalism
have similar social and
economic philosophies in many
respects: self-help, less reliance
on government programs,
entrepreneurial capitalism,
hostility to trade unionism and
the left.
The great unknown in the
aftermath of the "Million Man
March" is the political future of
Jesse Jackson. For months,
Jackson had refused to endorse
the March, on the grounds that
it lacked a strong public policy
agenda, and to some extent,
because it focused narrowly on
Blacks' interests alone. When
March organizers finally agreed
to include public policy issues
prominently on the agenda,
Jackson changed his mind.
However, Jackson'.s speech at
the Washington
March
resounded with much greater
clarity and vision than anything
Farrakhan represented. Jackson
declared: "We come here today
because there is a structural
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By Dr. Ernest Levister, M.D.
Please join me in asking our
U.S.
Senators
and
Representatives to give all our
children a good life and
longevity by signing the
following commitment:
WHEREAS, more children
alive today will die from
tobacco use than from any
other single cause - including
AIDS, alcohol, car accidents,
murders, suicides, illegal drugs
and fires combined.
WHEREAS, child smoking
rates are rising with the number
of eighth graders who smoke
increasing 30% between 1991
and 1994.
WHEREAS, every day
another 3,000 American
children start to smoke, 1,000 of
whom will die from lung
cancer and other diseases
caused by smoking.

malfunction in America. Why
do we March? Because we're
less able to get a primary and
secondary education. Why do
we March? Because the media
stereotypes us. We are
projected as less intelligent
than we are, less hard-working
than we work ... Why do we
March? Because we are trapped
with second class schools and
first class jails. What is the
crisis? Wealth going upward;
jobs going outward. Middle
class coming downward; the
poor expanding rapidly."
Following the March,
Farrakhan committed the
Nation of Islam to conduct a
massive voter registration
campaign, bringing millions of
new Black voters to the polls in
1996. This represents a
challenge to the remnants of
the Rainbow Coalition and the
traditional
civil
rights
establishment. Does Jackson
embrace
Farrakhan's
leadership, or does he attempt
to regain the political initiative?
Can Jackson revitalize multicultural, multiracial, left-ofcenter politics, speaking
beyond Black and White? If
Jackson fails, Black America
may increasingly tum within
itself, mov.ing away from the
possibility of multiracial
democratic reform.
Before Chavis's expulsion as

NAACP leader in 1994, he ,
urged the Black freedom ,
movement to eschew the
politics of racial chauvinism
and social isolation from
progressive
multiracial
constituencies. Chavis wrote,
"Let us not be distracted from
our central task: building a
nation where we are not
separate and unequal, where no
group is relegated to poverty,
and where race or creed does
not determine one's destiny."
Chavis 's observation still
remains the central challenge
for both Black and progressive
US politics. A strategy which
addresses
poverty
and
imprisonment,
should ·
understand the burden of race,
but must also speak a language
of class. A social vision which
transcends the narrow confines
of Black nationalist separatism
remains
vital · to
the
reconstruction of American
democracy.
Dr. Manning Marable is
Professor of History and
Director of the Institute for
Research in African-American
Studies, Columbia University,
New York City. "Along the
Color Line" appears in over
275 newspapers and is
featured by 80 radio stations
across
the
US
and
internationally.
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Have Respect For
Each Other

Together
We Can

By Charles Ledbetter

"America will destroy herself
and revert to barbarism if she
continues to cultivate things of
WHEREAS, the tobacco
the flesh and reject the higher
industry spends over $6 million
virtues."
Nannie Burroughs, The
a year on advertisements and
Southern Workman
commercials that, whether
If we work together we can
intentional or not, have the
do a wonderful j ob for the
effect of encouraging children
citizens of Moreno Valley. As
to use tobacco products.
members of the Board of
WHEREAS, over 85% of the
Education, we are elected to a
children who smoke use one of
team that has a lot to do with
the three most heavily
the future of the Valley and our
advertised cigarette brands
young people.
(Marlboro, Camel or Newport).
This team directs education,
WHEREAS, state and local
one of the biggest businesses in
laws restricting tobacco sales to
California. It is the biggest and
minors have been largely
most progressive business in
ineffective.
Moreno Valley. It was a big
THEREFORE,
I,
the
business when we had eight
undersigned member of the
schools and it is now a much
U.S. Congress commit: (1) to
bigger challenge with 31
support the common-sense goal '. schools , so we must work
of decreasing tobacco use by ' together as a team and give our
children by reducing the access
administrators, teachers, and
and appeal of tobacco products
classified staff the best
to children; and, (2) oppose
cooperation we are able to
efforts to enact legislation that
give.
would weaken or delay the
"We need education in the
present proposal to decrease
hands to work in a new kind of
tobacco use by children.
·ob environment, we need
education of the head to help
Please copy the above and
think through the complex
send it to your U.S. Senator
problems
of today's world, and
and Representative. Let's
we
need
education
of the heart
combine together and help
to
work
together
with one
protect our children from an
another.".
addiction to nicotine, leading to
Leon Sullivan
disability and death by the
We had one of the top
4,000-plus chemicals from the
Superintendents
in education
chemical factory called a
and he demonstrated the ability
cigarette.
to
gather some of the best
Thank you.
administrators in educationlet us keep them . We don ' t
want our schools to become a

A Commitment To Our Children

The Inland Empires Ren ID Blaoll: and~
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training area for other school
systems. We must have the
type of respect and courtesy for
our employees that they will
not want to leave the Moreno
Valley school system.
"If you an show me how J
can cling to that which is real
to me, while teaching me a
way into the larger society,
then I will not only drop my
defenses and my hostility, but I
will sing your praises and I will
help to make the desert bear
fruit."
Ibid
As school Board members
the reward for work well done
should come when we see and
hear of our students' success
and we have had many
successes from the Moreno
Valley Unified School District.
If the welfare and success o
our future generation is not the
goal and objective of a Board
of Education, or an individual
member, that Board should be
dissolved and/or that member
should get off the Board o
Education. It is not a place to
practice and carry out "Hate"
plans.
The Board of Education is a
team of five trusted, elected
individuals and each member is
one-fifth of that team. The
California School Board
Association has been very
specific in delegating authority
to the Board as a "Body," not
to individuals. Outside o
official meetings, a member o
that Board has not authority
over school policies or
employees. No individual
member can commit the entire
Board of Education. Board o
Education meetings provide a
forum for the discussion and
serious deliberation. The
discussion should represent the
"Best thinking of the group."
When there is a difference o
opinion , members should
respect each other's viewpoint
and various perspectives which
result
from
various
backgrounds and experiences.
Have respect for each other!
"Be responsible for ou
actions and take responsible
actions."
Hald Madhubuti, C. 1975
Respectfully submitted by
Charles Ledbetter
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CCBSBM Holds Annual Conference

T

he
California
Coalition of Black
School
Board
Members held its
annual breakfast at the annual
conference of the California
School Board Members
Association. The guest speaker
was Dr. Marlin Foxworth,
Superintendent of the Hayward
School District, fonnerly the
Superintendent of the Rialto
Unified School District.
After remarks from the
Norman Brothers, financing
and computer specialists and
long time supporters of the
' organization and Rex Fortune,
Superintendent of the Center
School District, Foxworth
spoke on the need for African
Americans on all levels to communicate. And the current climate in the state and thafiiation
m*es it imperative. "I want to
set up groups all over the state
to discuss the issues affecting
· us with the changing climate of
our nation," he said.
An election was held to
replace out going state
President Hardy Brown.
Elected was Bomani Siwatu,
Trustee of the Ravenswood
Unified School District. The
newly elected vice president
was Vemeicia Green Jordan,
Trustee, Perris Elementary
School District.
Other school board members
from the Inland Empire made
presentations at conference
workshops. "Open Up The
Board Room Doors" was presented by School Board
Trustees, Bernadette Burks
(Moreno Valley),
Dana
Kruckenberg (Riverside), and
Sonya Wilson (Lake Elsinore).
'Vile highly enjoyable presenta-

tion included a skit, poetry, do's
and don'ts, sharing experiences, and questions from the
audience.
Nearly 100 people attended
the presentation which
informed other school board
members about how to treat citizens who come to the board
meetings to address the public.
"Some people differ on the way
they approach standing before
the school board. People from
different backgrounds and races
approach a microphone in a different way. Many times I get
excited when I talk, I'm not
angry, it's just the excitement
of the issue. We should put
aside how they say it and deal
with what they are saying. It is
valid to listen to what these citizens say. Remember they
elected you," said Burks.
"Be aware of how you sit and
what is the expression on your
face. Give a warm welcome to
the citizens ," said Sonya
Wilson. She used her own poetry to get her point across.
Wilson additionally discussed
the importance of student input.
"Students at one school were
very upset about a policy
change and the Board convened
at the school to let 900 students
give input. They came up with
some really good ideas.
Everyone is important," she
said.
Dana Kruckenberg admonished, "don't let appearances
fool you." She told the story of
a board member slighting
someone who had on a t-shirt
and jeans. He happened to be a
Ph.D. and went back and gave
trouble to that board member.
"Every citizen has a right no
matter who they are and what

they are wearing to be respected," she said. Kruckenberg also
spoke on the Brown Act, the
statue that governs all public
meetings in the state.
Out of the audience in a
rehearsed skit, came Carolyn
Preschem, former Trustee in the
Upland Unified School District,
who acted as a parent just trying
to get some books for her child.
The skit dealt with the parent
who didn't know what to do but ·
was told by the acting board
through body language and tone
of voice just how uninterested
they were in the parent's problem. One member stepped up to
the plate and gave a solution to
the problem.

i 't.
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Sara Chatman (former state President), Bomanl Slwatu, (newly elected state President), Vernlcla Green

Jordan (vice president), Lucelna-- (Secretary), Donna Rutherford (Treasurer), Hardy Brown (out going
President) and Sonya WIison, (CSBA member-at-large).

Dr. Marlin Foxworth, Superintendent of
Hayward School District. Formerly of
Rialto School District.
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FIRST TIME BUYERS
WELCOME! WE MAY HAVE
A PLAN THAT CAN GET
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Sweet Voices Of Soul To Hold Christmas Musical

O

n Saturday, December 23rd at 6:00
p.m., the Sweet Voices Of Soul
Community Chorale will be having
their first Christmas Musical (gospel style)
at Christ Temple CME Church, 2020 N.
Pico, San Bernardino.
Rev. Billy
Bohannon is Pastor. The chorale will be
rendering Christmas selections arranged
gospel style by their own director, Bro.
Joseph James. Special guests will be
anointed 13 year old soloist Steveland
Uriah from Riverside, Ruthy Jacobs, Sis.
Deon Griffith, and 1995 McDonald's
Gospel Fest Group Members Infusion and
many more. Admission is free.

Valley Fellowship To
Hold Christmas
Variety Extravaganza
The Valley Fellowship Church of Seventh-Day Adventist will hold its Annual
Christmas Variety of Praise on Saturday,
December 23rd at 11 :00 a.m. The theme
will be "Let Every Thing That Have Breath
Praise The Lord". The praise will portray
the Christmas story in the forms of drama,
sign language, liturgical dance, and
through instrumentation; traditional music,
contemporary music and a mass movement
will be performed by various choirs.
The public is invited to this joyous
music extravaganza. This event is free and
will take place at the church at 275 E.
Grove Street in Rialto.

For information, call (909) 874-5851.

CTM Productions
To Present Plant
My Feet On
CTM Productions will present J.
Strozier's "Plant My Feet on Higher
Ground", a heartfelt poetic drama on
Friday, December 15th, 7:30 p.m.,
Saturday, December 16th, 11:00 a.m.
through Sunday, December 17th, 4:30 p.m.
at Lighthouse Ministry, Community
Church & Theatre, 16779 Arrow Blvd.,
Fontana, CA.
Tickets are $12.50 in advance, $15 at the
door, and $10 for seniors.
For ticket information call (909) 3561055 or (909) 943-5764.

Chancel Choir To
Present "The Messiah"
The Chancel Choir of the 16th Street
Seventh Day Adventist Church will give its
second annual rendition of The Messiah, on
Saturday, December 23, 1995 at 11:00 a.m.
The performance will take place at the
Church, 1601 W. Street in San Bernardino.
There is no admission charge, but a free
will offering will be lifted. All are welcome.
Further information may be obtained by
calling (909) 888-0084.

RIALTO

Christmas For Real
An original play to celebrate the birth of
Christ, on Sunday, December. 17th, 6:00
p.m. at 1583 W. Union St., San Bernardino.
T he theme of the play is "For there is
born to you this day in the city of David a
Savior, who is Christ the Lord." Luke
2:11.
For more information, please call Margaret Spencer at (909) 888-2038 or (909)
864-4490.

Seventh Day Adventist
Valley Fellowship SDA
275 E. Grove St Ave
Rialto, CA 92376
Timothy Nixton, Pastor
(909) 874-5851

Luvenia (Lou) Edwards will be honored
in a special ceremony on December 23rd,
7:00 - 9:00 p.m. at Moreno Valley Christian Fellowship, 25560 Alessandro Blvd.,
Moreno Valley. The theme of the evening
will be "Honor Thy Mother."
The public is invited to attend this special occasion, as this promises to be a night
to remember as Edwards is recognized as a
woman of God who has given her life
helping others. Many family members and
old friends will be in attendance. There
will be ministry in music, words of encouragement and a few surprises.
For more infonnation, call (909) 8724959.

Methodist
Allen Chapel AME Church
4009 Locust
Riverside, CA 92501
(909) 686-9406

Baptist
Antioch Missionar, Baptist
Pastor Phillip Scott
7547 Emerald Street
Riverside, CA 92504
(909) 688-7872
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.

Canaan Baptist Chunh
Leonard C. Coes, Pastor
2900 Adams Street, Suite B-15
Riverside, CA 94504
(909)353-1010
Sunday Bible Study
9:15 a.m.
Sunday Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday Training
6:00p.m.
Tuesday Church
Workers Meeting
7:00p.m.
Prayer & Bible
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Study Meetings
First Baptist Church
Reverend James Franklin
7:00p.m.
Wednesday
FONTANA
Weelcly Services:
Non Denomillalional
Rev. Marvin L. Brown
Sunday Service: 10:30 a.m.
Loveland
Koinonia Community Church
277 E. Fifth Street
Methomst
Chuck Singleton, Senior Pastor
Wednesday Night: 7:00 p.m.
Carl M. Legardy, Pastor
Perris, CA 92370
BethelAME
16888 Baseline Avenue
3361 Chicago Ave.
(See ad for services)
Morris A. Buchanan, Pastor
Fontana, CA 92336
Come & See Baptist Church
Riverside, CA 92507
1626 Baseline Ave.
(909) 899-0777
24528 Sunnymead Blvd
(909) 686-7915
Sevelllh Day Adventist
Fontana, CA 92335
(see ad for services)
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
ORDER OF SERVICES
Pe"is Seventh Day Adventist
(909) 350-9401
(909) 486-4864
Bible Institute
9:30 a.m.
Dr. George King
Dr. E. Jones
Morning Worship
10:45 p.m.
5th Street SDA
MORENO VALLEY
Baptist
School of Wisdom
9:30 a.m.
Weekly bible Study
300 E. 5th Street
CommanitJ Baptist Church
Methodist
11:00
a.m.
Morning
Worship
Tuesday:
7:00 p.m.
Perris, CA 9 2370
''Come Let Us Reason Together"
Perris Valley
7:45 p.m
Bible Study: Wednesday
Women's Fellowship 1st & 3rd
(90C)) 657-2798
15854 Carter SL, Fontana, CA
United Methodist Church
Thursday
7:00 p .m.
(909) 350.9646
Rev. Edward Hawthorne
Saturday Service
Sunday Services
PERRIS
Masonic Lodge
Sabbath School
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
21400 Johnson Ave.
Morning Worship
Baptist
11:00 a.m. Spiritual Growth Church Of God In
Morning Worship
ll :00 a.m.
Mead Valley, CA
Adventist
Christ
t,ope Baptist
B.T.U.
5:00 p .m.
Church School: 10 am
Youth Program
YWCA 8172Magnolia Avenue
4:00p.m.
v. Montgomery, Pastor
Prayer and Bible
Riverside, CA 92504
Worship Service: 11 am
19320 Spaulding
Study Wed.
7:00p.m.
9909) 352-2109
Perris, CA 92370
REDLANDS
Elder David C. Richardson, Pastor
(909) 780-7110
Second Baptist 4
New Covenant Bible Church
Seventh Day Advelllist
Sunday
School:
9:30 a.m.
Sunday
Services
Rev. A. Green
P.O. Box 8831
Fontana Juniper Ave. SDA
Morning Worship:
11:00 a.rn.
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
420 East S tuart Ave.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
7347 Juniper Ave.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Redlands, CA 92374
(Currently meeting at Clover Dale
Ivan Williams, Pastor
Seventh Day Adventist
Sunday Worship
11 :00am.
(909)793-1074
Elementary School, 12050 Kitching St.,
Fontana, Ce
Kansas Ave. SDA Church
Sunday Worship
Comer of Ironwood and Kitching)
(909) 822-4349
(909) 485-2770
Church School
9:15 a.m. Jesse Wilson, Pas_lOI

I

ETHEL A.M.E HURCH

AMOS TEMPLE
2719 11th St.
Riverside, CA 92507
(909)683-1567

16262 Baseline Ave.
Fontana, CA 92335
(909)350-9401

SUNDAY SERVICES
Morning Service 8:00a.m.
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Sunday Service
10:45 a.m.
Women 1n Prayer
After Sunday Serive
Prayer Meeting
Wednesday
7:00p.m.
Bible Study
Wednesday
7:30p.m.

Morning
Loveland Primtime

7:30 a.m.
9:15 a.m.

Bible Study

WEEKLY

Sunday

hurch

7:45p.m.
7:00 p.m. Pastor T. Ellsworth

Weekly Services
Sunday
· Early Worship Service
Mid-Morning Worship
~vening Worship

Tuesday
Rev. Marvin L. Brown

Pastoral Teaching

7:30 p .m.

Evangelistic Service

7:30p.m.

Friday

Wednesday

NEW JOY
BAPTIST CHURCH

I

•

7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
11:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m.

1

'

Come to Lile...

it will.change yours!

Frulav '-:00 a.m., 12

noon, 7:00 p.m.

1355 W. 21st. Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(909)887-1718

Worship Seroices

Rehearsal
-Friday-Prayer Meeting
Saturday-Bible Class
-1st and 3rd Saturday
Youth Meeting

I

ST. PAUL AFRICAN
METHODIST EPISCOPAL ·
CHURCH

Service held at:
Kansas Avenue S.D.A. Church
~ 91 Kansas Ave.
Riverside, CA

Rev. Roy Harr s, Sr.

I
I

Wednesday

Theology Class -12 noon

Prayer Praise - 7 pm

Schedule or Services

•I
I

8:00 a.m.
11 :00 a.m.
7:00 p.m.

__
Pr_ayt
~ r: Tu.t54ay tftrouah

-Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
-Sunday Worship
11:00 a.m.
1 -Tuesday-Usher Meeting 7:00 p.m.
-Tuesday Teep Meetmg 7:30 p.m.
-2nd and 4th Tuesday
' Laymen's Meeting
7:30 p.m.
. -Wednesday Prayer
Meeting & Bible Class 7:30p.m.
. -Thursday-Choir

Pentecostal
Riverside Faith Temple
Revs. J. & B. Sims
2355 Pennsylvania Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507
(909)788-0170
Sunday Services

SERVICES

Mission • 1 :30 pm

1168 N. Waterman Ave.
San Bernardino

Church Of God In Christ
Refreshing Spring Temple
2883 7th Street
Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 784-0860
Elder Bobby A. Davis, Pastor
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Service
11 :00 a.m.
YPWW/Evening Service
6:00n:OOp.m.
Wednesday
7 :30p.m.

3349 Rubidoux Boulevard
Riverside, CA 92509
(909) 684-LIFE

Morning Worship - 10:45 am
Bible Study & Choir Practice -6 pm

11:00 a.m.

7:30 p .m.

Life Church Of
God In Christ

Early Morning Worship- 7:45 am

CHARISMATA
"Body Life"

9:30 a.m.
11:30 a.m.
6:30 p.m.
7:30p.m.

Ganu, II

288 E. Fifth Street
P.O. Box 1399
Perris, CA 92370
Phone: (909) 657-3767

Chuck Singleton, Pastor

The Powerhouse COGIC
Rev. McDowell
2843 11th St.
Riverside, CA 92507
(909)684-6923
Worship Services
Sunday School
Morning Service
Evening Service
Tuesday Bible Study
General Service
Friday

Wednesday

Prayer and Bibl e Study
Wednesday
6: 30 p.m .

Rev. Morris Buchanan

LOCATION:
Etiwanda High School
13500 Victoria Ave.
Rancho Cucamonga, CA

Parle Avenue Baptist Church
Rev. Campbell, Pastor
1910 Pennsylvania Ave.
Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 684-t:J82
Sunday S~ice
Round Table Prayer
-9:20 a.m . .
Sunday school
9:30 a m . .
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m ..
Baptist Training
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
(Wednesday
Teachers Meeting
6:00p.m.

10:15 a.m.

Prayer Services

First Baptist

SERVICE TIMES:
Shekinah - Glory In The

Nursery Opened

a. m.

SUNDAY WORSIDP

New Joy Baptist Church
Kansas Avenue S.D.A. Church
4491 Kansas Ave.
Riverside, CA
(see as for services)

Sunday Services
Sunday School
9:15 a.m.
Devotional Services
10:15 a.m.

Morning Wo r ship
8:00
a. m.
Sunday School
9 : 30 a.m .
Morning Worsh i p
11:00

16888 Baseline Ave.
Fontana, CA 92336
(909)899-0777

9 :00am.
9 :30 a.m.
10 :45 a.m.
5:30 p .m.
6:00 p .m.

SECOND BAPTIST CHURCH
2911 Ninth Street
Riverside, CA 92502
(909)684-7532

Wor s hip Services

Rev. Williams

9:15 a.m.
9:30 am.
11:00 a.m.

Mt. Moriah Baptist
Rev. Willie Chambers, Jr.
18991 Marioposa St
Riverside, CA 92508
(909) 780-2240
Sunday Services
Prayer of Consecration
Sunday School
Devotion & Worship
BYPU (1st)
Evening

RIVERSIDE

Amos Temple CME
2719 11th Street
Riverside, CA 92507
(See ad for services)

Woman Of God To Be
Honored In Special
Ceremony

tw

4491 Kansas Avenue
Riverside, CA 92501
(909) 682-9810
Saturday Service
Song Service
Sabbath School
Church Service
Adventist Youth

10:30a.m.

Morning Worship

Sunday:
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Tuesday:
Prayer Meeting and Bible
Rev. Paul S. Munford,M. Div.
Study
7:00 p.m.

Sunday Worship
Services
Sunday School
Wednesday
Bible Study

8:00 a.m.
11 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
7:00 p.m.

Rev. Charles Brooks

"Everyone Is Welcome"

~!!. ----------------------~
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Career Day Gives Life Youth Future Prospects
By Tonya Brownlee

assistant at USC Medical Center in Los Angeles, spoke to the
youth about staying true to their
selves, staying focused and
being grounded and rooted in

RIVERSIDE-Recently Life
Church held their first Annual
Career Day sponsored by their
Purity Department. This event
was well attended with over 70
youth attending that day.
Professionals from the local
and surrounding areas included:
Teachers, Correctional Officers,
Fire Fighters, Counselors,
Deputy Marshalls, Respiratory
Technicians, Disc Jockeys,
Joumalists, Doctors, Lawyers,
Quality Controllers, Dentists,
Administrators, Nutritionists
and Entrepreneurs, who made
presentations to the youth
about the educational and
career choices that helped them
succeed.
Mervin Morris, 14, shared
"The Importance of Setting
Goals." There was a special
presentation made to help the
youth learn how to dress for
success. The keynote speaker
Dr. Darryl Mayo, physician

what they believe, but above all
believe in yourself. Near the
close of the day five youths
were chosen at random through
a drawing. The selected youth

won a day on the job of their
choice. The winners were Jason
Ducksworth, Devon Bell,
Nicole Morrison, Megan
Nobleton, and Leo Perry.

There were several booths
set up with lots of infonnation
available to all the panicipants
and some had demonstrations.
The day's event was the begin-

ning of an ongoing effort to
help young people 12-19 plan
for a brighter future.

'

'
'
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Professionals who made presentations during Life COGIC's First Annual
Career Day.

\
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(Left) Daryl Beamor, Correctlonal Officer,
(Right) Troy Banks, Deputy Marshall.

\ J
i

-~

(Center) D'Llsa Davies,
Whittaker, Attorney.

FAMILY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP

The Ultimate tn Gospel Music

Firefighter, (Right) Jayne

CATHEDRAL
OF PRAISE

945 E. Foothill Blvd.
(Between Cedar & Cactus)
Rialto, CA 92376
(909) 820-7673

2591 Rubidoux
Riverside, CA
(909) 820-3636
Craig W. Johnson, Pastor

ORDER OF SERVICES
Sunday Worship:
Sunday School.••••••••••'"............9:30 a.m. Bishop Leon Martin
Mo~ Worship:..........._..........11:00 a.m.~
Bible Study
Evemng Worship ....................
6:00
p.m.
d
n
ues ay ..........................11:00 a.m.
Intercessory rrayer:
ursday ............. - .......11:00 a.m.
Daily ----··-·------·----9:00 a.m.
Family Night
Monday Evening ........- ..........7:00 a.m. UJ'sday ·-··-···-··-··-·-·7:00 p.m.

To

HEAVEN WITH

SUNDAY- FRIDAY AT

Rev. Frank Gray, Pastor
22920 Allessandro Blvd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
(Allessandro & Frederick)

GOSPEL MUSIC COUNTDOWN
THURSDAYS

Rev. Frank Gray
9:30 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
7:00 p.m. Wednesday

Sunday School................9:00 a.m.
Worship .......................... 10:00 a.m.
2nd & 3rd Sunday Evening ......................................................6:00 p.m.
Tuesday Focus on Family ..........................................................7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Bible Study & Prayer ............................................7:00 p.m.
Thursday Celestial Choir Rehearsal ..........................................7:00 p.m.
Friday Nite Worship Service 1st & 2nd ....................................7:00p.m.
Holy Ghost Nite of Prayer, Friday 3rd & 4th .......................... 11 :00 a.m.

on DeMminationaJ

Riverside Chrislian Family Fellowship
Arthur J. Forbes, Sr.
Pastor
Magnolia St.
Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 684-9160
Sunday Service
Victory Celebration 10:00 a.m.
Suond Baptist Church
2911 91h Street
Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 684-7532
Sunday Services
Sunday School
9:15 a.m.
Devotional Seivices
10:15 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:15 a.m.
Service for Praise
6:00 p.m.
(Sunday Evening Workshop)
Wednesday Bible Study
7:45 p.m.
St. John Baptist
Rev. C. James, Pastor
2433 101h Street
Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 784-0000
Sunday Services
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Evening Service

9:30a.m.
11:00a.m.
6:00p.m.

RUBIDOUX
Bright Star Missionary Baptist
Pastor K. Solomon Williams

AT, 9 PM
Schedule ot sertvces

Mt. Rubidoux SDA Church
2625 Avalon SL
Rubidoux, California 92509
(909) 276-8374
Marc Woodson, Sr. Pastor
Saturday Services
Song Service
9:15 a.m.
Sabbath School
9:30 a.m.
Church Service
11:00 a.m.
Adventist Youth Service
5:00 a.m.

SAN BERNARDINO
Baptist
Bethesda Missionary Baptist Church
1356 N. Mt Vernon Ave.
San Bernardino. CA 92411
Rev. Charles MacDonald
Sunday Services
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship Hour
11:00 a.m.
The Uving Word Deliverance Cenur
Pastors Harvey & Dean Jones
7480 Sterling
San Bernardino, CA 92408
(909) 884-8241
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Sunday Worship
11 :30 a.m.

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.

DELIVERANCE
ALLEN CHAPEL AFRICAN

MINISTRIES

METHODIST EPISCOPAL

New Location

CHURCH

1156 N. "F" Street
San Bernardino, CA

4009 Locust
(at Tenth Streets)
Riverside, CA 92501
(909) 686-9406 .

(909) 820-5944
WORSHIP TIMES
Sunday Worship ......2:00 p.m.
---------Pastor James MIiier

Tuesday Bible
Study ..................7:30 p.m.

PSALM 105:15: Touch Not My Anointed And Do My Prophets No Hann

Thursday Bible Study
Friday Choir Rehearsal

Church of God In Christ

8:00 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
5:30p.m.
7:00p.m.

Rev. William M. Jacks

Sunday School ..................................9:30
Sunday Worship .............................. 11 :00
Evening Worship ................................7 :00
Wednesday Bible Study .................... 7 :00

HOLY SPIRIT

3100 N. State Street, San
Bernardino, CA 92405
Rev. Dr. Johnnie W. Brown,
Pastor
(909) 887-3015
Order of Service ·

5306ODEL
Rubidoux. CA
Sunday Services
Morning Worship
Sunday School
Morning Worship
B.T.U.
Evening Service

(909) 884-2210

call (909) 688-1570 for special advertising rates
free program gulde and bumper stickers

CHURCH

9:30a.m.
11:00a.m.
6:30p.m.

1062 S. Foisy St.
San Bernardino

INSPIRATIONS ACROSS AMERICA

ST. TIMOTHY
COMMUNITY

Sunday School
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Allen Chapel
AME
Church

6 PM

and

(909) 653-5560

Sunday School
Morning Worship
Bible Study

HIGHWAY

Sunday Praise Service ......................................4:00 P.M.
Tuesday Selah Service ...................................... 7:00 PM.

REV. LEROI LACEY

UINNAME
CHURCH

Order Of Service...,

SCHEDULE OF SERVICEs£.i(cralg w. Johnson, Pastor

presents

Corter Memorial
1606 W. 11th St
San Bernardino, CA
(90'}) 381-4475
New Hope COGIC
254 So. Mnt Vernon
San Bernardino, CA 92410
(90')) 381-2662
Elder, Lenton Lenoir, Pastor
Sunday School: 9:45 am
Morning Worship: 11 pm
Evening Worship: 6 pm
Pastor Teaching: 8 pm Tues.
Evangelstic Worship: 8 pm Th

Non Denominational
Life Changing Ministries
Dr. Reginald Woods
5395 N. 'F' Street
San Bernardino, CA 92407
(90'))882-3277
Pentecostal Inc.

Uving Faith Full Gospel Church
Rev. Joel Steward, Pastor
Bioshop & Mrs. J.E. Stewart,
Co-Pastors
3153N. Macy
San Bernardino, CA
(90'J) 887-1227 / 887-3809

Schedule Of Sezyjces
Sunday School
Sunday Morning Worship
Sunday Night
Evangelistic Service
Tuesday Prayer Service
Wednesday Youth Service

9:30 a.m.
11:00a.m.
7:00p.m.
7:00p.m.
7:00p.m.

SCHEDULE OF SERVICES
Sunday Services
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
Wednesday Prayer &
Bible Study
7:00 p.m.
Rev. Shennella Garrett-Egson, Pastor

7:00p.m.
8:00p.m.

Macedonia Baptist Church
Rev. C.A. Simpson
2042 N. State St
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(909) 887-2138
9:30a.m.
Sunday
Sunday Worship
10:45 a.m.
Wednesday
Worship Service
7:30 p.m.
Come Over To Macedonia And
··.'_
Help Us! - Acts 16:9
Mt. OUve Baptist Church
2110 Ogden St
San Bernardino, CA 92405
(909) 887-4864
Order of Service
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Wednesday Bible
Study
Prayer Meeting

l0a.m.
11 a.m.

7p.m.

Mt. Rose Mission Baptist Church
Pastor Rev. Clarence E. Hams
1457 N. ML Vernon
Sunday Seivice
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
New Hope Baptist, S.B.
Dr. LeMar Foster, Sr. Pastor
1575 West 17th Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(909) 887-2526 Church
Sunday Services
Morning Worship
8:00a.~.

Sunday School
Morning Worship
B.T.U.
Evening Service
Nursery Services Provided

9:30 a.m.
11:00a.m.
5:30p.m.
7:00p.m.

Baptist
New Ufe Missionary Baptist
Church
Rev. Elijah S. Singletary, Pastor
1322 N. Medical Center Dr.
San Bernardino, CA
Sunday semces
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Children's Church
11:00 a.m.
MondayChoir Rehearsal
7:00 p.m.
Tuesday Youth & Adult Bible
Study
6:30 p.m.
1st & 3rd Wednesday
6:00p.m.
Mission Meeting
Thursday Prayer & Praise
7:00p.m.
Service
Radio Broadcast
On KPRO 1570 AM Dial
Saturday
1:00.2:00p.m.

New Vision F oursquan Gospel Pastors
Jules Nelson, Ph.D and Lourdc, Nelson
"Heart of Revival Church"
1890 W. 30th Street
San Bernardino, CA 92405
(909)887-3013
Sunday Services
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Celebration Service
11:00 a.m.
Evangelic Service
6:30p.m.
All day fasting and prayer Tuesday

Prayer Meeting Friday

7:30p.m.

Temple Missio1111TY Baptist Church
Pastor Raymond Turner
1583 Union Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(90'J) 888-2038
"Failh is lhe substance of things hoped
for, lhe evidence of things not seen."
(see ad for worship times)

ONTARIO
OUvet lnstitutJonal Baptist Church
1235 E. Francis Street, Ste. J
Ontario. CA 91761
Pastor David Turner
Sunday Services
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.

GRAND TERRACE
Free-WaJ Missioru,ry Baptist Church
Rev. Alvin B. Hill, Pastor
22545 Barton Road Ste. 111
Grand Terrace CA 92313
Sunday Services
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Wed.Prayer Meeting
7:00p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7:30p.m.
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Medical Weight Loss

-

.

~

-

M.O.
SPECIAL: $75 to star. Evening Sunday appts.
welcomed
Physician Supervised: Ronald M. Barnes,

(909)
354-6884

~

_ _

This Holiday Season Give Someone
A Book To Read

L---------..1
Take advantage of having the
opportunity to woit at one of the
moll exclusive Hair Salom in the
Inland Empire

The Golden Shears

call
$10 off any Chemical Service
(Excluding Touch-Ups & Partials) (909) 682-1433

Stylist
Wanted

StyUst

SOFfWARE MADE EASY

••-·""
aw~
~~~ 1li5B~Q

Wanted
(Commission)

~M_

-

.~~
~ulJJ.Modia

iiv>GE_
...__JI_
V'J__~

(Commission)

Hair & Body Spa Treatments • Bridal Package •
Ethnic Hair Care • Nail Care • Waxing •
Make-up• Colour• Hair & Skin Waxing

J

.

•Au: about our W~ llcsume On Disk"

1696 W. MtU St. Unit #16 Colton, CA

(909) 370-1091

,., .....
,.._,,.,._

(9~...~~·8_§56

-----------W.

Afro-Mail - 2682
Imperial Hgwy - Box #364lnglewood, CA 93030-3198
(213) 777-4906 • Voice Mail (213) 941-4003

Attorney At Law

Price per set- $49.95

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address

18 Years Experience
Auto Accidents - Personal Inquiries • Slip And
Falls • WIiis & Trusts
.

City _ _ _ _ _.State _ _ Zip
Phone# L_)
---

. __ _ 818 N. M~untain, #203, Upla_nd, CA 91786

KEELEY JONES ~

.-• .·

YALC DESIGNS

0

~lf!»ii/11

RE/MAX RESULTS
23580 Sunnymead Blvd.

~ ~-:.

,
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__':"
•~:. • ·. : - 0

Mor~no Valley

African Fashions

1

··

(909) 783-7163 Pager

•

·

. -,,_,;.
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1385 Blaine i6
Riverside, CA

If it's buying or selling your home I will walk with

1040 S. Mt. Vernon Ave. St., Colton

CARS CARS CARS

you every step of the way. Home buying and home
selling fears can be overcome. Talk with me before
you buy or sell your next home. I have helped
many and I can help you. Serving the Inland
Empire.

The Roots of Africa

$25.00 reg. $30.oo
reg. $35.oo

.,.

,

-

209 N. Euclid St. Fullerton, CA 92632

(714) 773-0383
~ljt}.~ -:ra)U<f.!.l~1~::t

Crescent
City

Centre

5250 Arlington Ave.
Riverside, CA 92504

Hours: Monday - Thursday,
11:00 a.m. - 9:~0 p.m.
Friday: 11 :00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Saturday: 4:00 p .m. - 10:00 p.m.

106 North Eucalyptus, Rialto, CA

(909) 351-6934

(Comer of Rialto Ave.)

(909) 875-1299

HOURS: M, T, TH, F: 9 - 6P.M. /
W: 10·7 P.M. / SAT: By appointment

Call For Your Appointment

-~ ©JI1~~1

w-1~,~"l-~

320 N. •e· Street, #100C
San Bernardino, CA 92401 ·

Stephanie Andrews
(909) 381-3382

(909) 247-2213 Ext. 150

***

Dr. Lloyd B. Walker
*wave nouveau •silky wrap *freeze *trench rolls
*dry scalp/ breakage treatment
Braids & Extensions

$134,500
$142,000

General Dentistry
Dental Lab On Premises
Same Day Repair
Most Insurance Accepted
,Children
Seniors

Healthier. . .Stronger. . .more Beautiful hair

Shampoo, deep conditioner & style

*African Artifacts*
*Jewelry * Baskets * Oi Is

***

No matter what condition your hair is in,
weekly visits can help promote

$35.00
Free! trim
Price includes:

Specializing in

$119,000

Family Dental

$ave on Weekly Visits

Press & Curl

$79,000

$94,500

TRI;_STAR

Hairoots Styling Salon

Blow/dry & Curl

4 BRM/2 BA· LARGE LOT

4 BRM/2 BA - 3000 SQ FT.
3 BRM/2.5 BA· LEFT & FAM. RM
5 BRM/2 BA - MFG. HM 2.5 AC
3 BRM/2 BA. HORSE PROPERTY

909-688-6200

Jal• Hair Products
Jala Limousine Service

The Inland Empires Ne'UFS in Black and i.', 4ifit4i
4

Banquet facilities available for any
occasion.

Dr. Robert Williams

s'lCQ ·

..,,..,.,,,,..

Tues-sat
9:00 am• 6:00 pm

Hair Weaving
Rlailo & Pepper

Sun & Mon by Appl.

S!

1

TEXTURIZERS
BEARD TRIMS
SHAVES
CURLS
RELAXERS

2824 Rialto Ave.
Rialto, CA 92376

Barber

Stylist-Rose

1338 Massad11Se11S Ave., Riverside, CA 92507

Vktorvil(e Office
5'1.9t. St.
Suite 103
VktorviC(e, CA 92392
(619) 241-0889
15402 W.

Suiu 200
:Riversufe, CA 92501
(909) 369--0272

Dowe., Quai( & Barnes

. II''.
·::::1111111111111

STYLE CUTS
FLAT IRON
FRENCH ROLLS
WRAPS
FREEZES

e!!

BACK TQ SCHOOL SPECIAL

4129 Ma.in. St.

11 •··

Salon

,,_

Riversufe Office

11111111111111

==

(909) 686-9938

1
FADES (Au rJrrr.'l!'t'>-.:= ==PE=a===A=L== N*G====,-pPil'REss-N-euRL
121
5
AFROS
.
EYEBROW ARCH

Cutting And Stylin
Ph 909-873-0677
Jala Robertson
President

(909) 686-9701

RVR
Only

Barber-N-Beau

Eaglelite Beauty Salon

millie' s ~moria:l <!Ilfa:pel

(909)682-49'42
Phone/Fax

92507

GREAT VALUE

· Ask For Ray Dalton:

Shipping-$6.95

CA residents add 8.25%

IIJII .

cwo-\o!oai:&".':.w111 ...... _

Act now and receive a $98.80 value for the low
price of $49.95. limited one set per order.

(909) 931-4756

M-F:1 OAM-8PM Sat:1 OAM-9PM

(909) 884-6105

c]i

Law Offices Of -· AUDREY G. OWENS

(Perms, Curls, & Relaxers)
6183 Magnolia Ave.
Bldg. 5, Riverside

VICTORY CHAPEL

for the pri~e of one. The Nelson Regency, Gift and
Award Bible (KJV)-$18.90; The Regency Classic
Family Bible (KJV)-$29.95; & the Christian Heritage
Bible (KJV)-$49.95

Barber. Beauty Salon & Supplies
244 N. "E" Stteet (Downtown San Bernardino)

Hairstylist Now
featured at

BASIC WEDDING $90.00 .

THE HOLY BIBLE

While supplies last, Afro-Mail is offering three bibles

(909) 384-1418

Ramona Beverly

Semi-Formal $125.00 Formal $250.oo·
Reception Hall for Dancing & Dining $250.00

:

Greetings From James C. Henderson

WANTED

Riverside (Canyon Crest ARea)

Remodeled: ~1sLoneal, d_ccorated chapel & reception halls.
~eludes m1mster, coordmator, organist & water fountains.
License also available here. Holds 2-300 guests.

: ........ C-JIIIST....,.~~~~111

I -Hair Stylist• I

(909) 424-3395

Don't Have A
Church'. Wh y
Go To Vegas?

~

Ri:tmtl) featured on

The New "Phen-Fen· Program

Sale, Fast and Effective • No
l>atdine, 20/20,
Diets • No Injections
Reader's l)igcst, :\llC

Individual braid weav
branch weav
spiral weav
Interlock weav
track weav

$75-Up .

r----------,

TRIM-LIFE

Open 24hrs. - 7 days by Appl only

,__s_p_e_c_l_a_ll_z_ln...;g::;....ln_1_______

1111:
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Complete Funeral Services
~)
Cremations
.W~
Burial Insurance
Prearranged funeral planning

(909) 889-0081
1557 Wen Buellne, San Bernardino

Darren ~- Polin, Sr. - Manager

"Sen·ingthe Comm1111ity lt'ith Quality Care and Expert Sen-i(e "

23080 0 -220 Alessandro BIHi • \lorl-no \ 'cilk-y. C:\

·r:s-, - - - - - - - - ..;. - - ·-

_$_2
-· 0-0,·

Next 10 Garhc Rose

[909) 656-413.l >
-
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-

-

-

-
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-
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.• ouses................................. . _1,, andDonJose
:
SPECIAL
1
1Laundry Shirts .....................$1.00 • -·-~,~~---=-ii--=-i
) _,DRAPE RY:
IPants .....................................$2.00 1!_. l><I a
1
:i:

•,suitS ......................................$4.]S 1
1

1Dresses.......................·-········$4.25 1

•cs,·, k X• tra)

I

~----------------J

O',F D .-\Y CI.E .- , .... , .... u .... , .. K , ICE
O.,..; E D .\"Y .·\ 1.T FR.\ TIO 'II SF RY I< T

Alessandro

I PE. R PI. E~
. AT LINED _•
I

1
I

79

TAKE DOWN 6
REHANG UTRA

Must p,esent coupon ••th incoming orders.
nol ••hd w,1h olhe, oNe,. •
• ·

-------------

Pl< . K - 1 ' Pa nd 1>1-: 1.IY FHY
'.\L\STFH T .\IU>R O'.'. "I I I .
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The Underground Railroad Experience
Canada the North Star:
The End Of
Enslavement Freedom !

lo/low TIie

By Cheryl Brown
Black Voice News
Part VII

"Freedom ... Oh
Freedom ...and before I be a
slave I be buried in my
grave ..... Follow the Drinking
Gourd....and Fol/cw the Northern Star." Canada was the lit- '

Many of the songs made up
by America's Black slaves contained sly and humorous digs at
their masters, yet only rarely did
the White man seem to catch
on. But these songs took on far
greater importance when they
were used as musical road
maps. Since most of the slaves
could not read, some lyrics contained directions for following
various escape routes on the
Underground Railroad. "Follow The Drinking Gourd" is
one of These: The "gourd" was
the Big Dipper, and the successive verses describe how the
"Conductor," a sailor with a peg
leg, would direct fleeing slaves
along the Little Tombigbee
River and finally to the Ohio
and freedom.

When the sun comes back and
the first quail calls,
Follow the drinkin' gourd,
For the gold man is a-waiting' for to carry you to freedom,
If you follow the drinkin '
gourd.
Chorus: Follow. follow the
drinkin' gourd.
Follow, follow the drinkin'
gourd.
For the old man is a-waitin'
for to carry you to freedom
If you follow , follow the
drinkin' gourd.
The riverbank will make a
very good road.
The dead trees show you the
way.
Left foot, peg foot, traveling
on,
Fallowing the drinkin' gourd.
Chorus: Fol/cw ...
The River ends between two
hills.
FoJlow the drinkin' gourd.
There's another river on the
other side.
Foll(}W the drinkin' gourd.
Chorus: F olww. ..
(Raymond Bazemore, vocal
lead; Randy Macon, tambourine; Veron Barth, vibra
slap; Milton Maxwell, Glover
Parham, and Arthur Williams,
chorus.)
-From a National Geographic
Record.

eral "heaven" in many spirituals sung by the enslaved people. The gourd, from the
famous slave song, was the big
dipper, and the North Star to
which its handle points, served
as a map that pointed to Canada. The gourd was also a dried
squash that, when cut in half,
made a drinking gourd. The
gourds were placed at the right
side of the door as a signal of a
safe house to fleeing Africans.
Many of the enslaved Africans
who sought freedom in Canada
through Windsor, were still in
danger if they did not travel far
enough away from the border
once they arrived in Canada.

Sandwich
The community of Sandwich,
in the southwestern section of
Windsor, is one such place. The
first passengers of the Underground Railroad came in the
1820's and by the 1830's some
became pennanent residents of
Sandwich, where they built the
church, Sandwich First Baptist
Church.
The original structure was a
log cabin built in 1848, six
years after its founding by a
few members who were very
poor. In 1851 a brick structure
replaced it. F am ilies were
asked to donate bricks and time
to build the church. Th ese
bricks were hand-made and
baked by the ex-slaves and
their families. The hardwood
floor, the windows, and ceiling
were hand carved by the hands
of the ex-slaves and their families. Ins ide the church the
meticulous ceiling remains, just
as when it was first installed.
The church in Canada was
and still is a source of strength.
Everyone I met attended a
local church. In fact, in every
settlement we visited the
church is the primary focus of
·the community. We began with
prayer before the historical presentations were made, and it
was noted in every presentation
that most of the freed enslaved
people were strong believing
Christians.
After the presentation of all
the activities the church is
involved in today, our group
was taken on a tour of the 150
year old church. On the outside
of the church was an entire section of the bricks made by the
ex-slaves.
What took my breath away
was the escape route in the pulpit area of the church. The fleeing enslaved Africans would
be ushered through a trap door,
down the steps, through a win-

15~ year-old Sandwich First Baptist Church. (Top Right) The original
bricks made by the ex-slaves. (Bottom Left) Steps where ex-slaves
escaped. (Bottom Right) Window ex-slaves u98d to Heape.

dow in the bottom of t he
church and out into the woods
surrounding the church. The
deteriorated steps are being
replaced with new ones but the
feel is still the same. My ancestors ran for their lives near the
spot where I was standing. An
errie feeling came over me.

History

Canada was not always free
of slavery. According to The
Freedom Seekers, Blacks In
Early Canada, by Daniel G.
Hill, the first Black to arrive
there came in 1628. A ship carried a Black slave child from
Madagascar. The area, called at
this time New F rance, which
was a French colony, was ruled
for 35 years by the Company of
New France for King Louis
XIV. He tried to strengthen the ·,
colony by appointing a governor, Jean Talon . Talon and
some of the community citizens
complained to th e King
that they could not develop
because of the shortage of servants and workers. French law
forbade slavery, but in 1689
limited approval was given to
permit slavery. Afte r the
approval was given, Blacks and ·
P awnee Indians were purchased to work as household
servants and field hands. By
1709 the King gave full permission for slave ownership.
"Black slaves are certainly the
only people to be depended
upon ..." said, General James
Murray, first British governor
Chatham, John
Brown's meeting place. (Inset)
of Quebec in 1763 . Briti sh
Keeper of the culture Gwen
Loyalists who left dissident terRobln90n.
ritories moved n orth to reestablish their families and
England, William Wilberforce
were offered generous grants
introduced a bill in the House
and permission to bring their
of Commons to stop the imporslaves.
tation of slaves. One of his supIn 1791 Upper Canada,
porters was John Graves Simwhich takes in t he areas
coe, who became the Governor
accessed through Detroit, was
of Upper Canada. He was
developed.
Am hers tburg
instrumental in a new law in
accessed through the narrowest
1793 that permitted the existing
point in the river had been setslaves, outlawed new ones, and
tled by 1784 when Colonel
gave freedom to any child born
Matthew Elliott b rou ght 60
to a slave mother at the age of

_...Tra'ICllial at nilbt
"RUIIIIW&Y Slaves"
told to watch in the skY. for

THENORTHSTAR

~

~

THE~ DIPPER
followed tbae heavenly lips to
.''freedom in Canada''

For more information, call 1-(519) 7365433.

slaves he captured during the
American Revolution. After
passage of the first anti-slavery
law in 1787 that abolished slavery in the American Northwest
territories, the law did not take
hold until 1796. Detroit was
both free American territory
and slave British territory at the
same time. Some of the fleeing
slaves swam across the river to
freedom in Detroit. Opposition
to slavery was being heard in

North American Biack Historical Museum.
trunk of the 11-year-old fleeing slave girl.

(

25.
The law helped to tum the
tide of public opinion, and by
1800 most enslaved Canadians
were free. The short growing
season, rendered slaves unproductive in the winter and it
became expensive to clothe and
feed them throughout the long
winters. When the word trickled down iil the United States
that enslaved people would not
be enslaved in Canada they

was shipped to Canada in a
trunk with very small inconspicuous air holes. She arri·,ed
safely. The trunk is in the
museum. Also in the museum
is history of the churches, the
schools, the military and life in
general in the Amherstburg
area. Next door an AME
(African Methodist Episcopal)
Church is being restored.
Although the AME Church was
deemed too political in Canada
because of the Abo litionist
activities of the founders and
members, many Canadian
AME Churches became BME
(British Methodist Episcopal),
th~ remain BME foday.
The fleeing ens avea people
were ingenious they used a system that zig- zagged and doubled back as well as changed
course. There were many ways
to get to Canada. One of the
most valuable tools carried by
the fleeing enslaved Africans '
was a bag of black pepper. It
was used to throw the fleeing
man/woman's seen t off the
dogs, and allow them to escape.

First Baptist ChurchChatham

slowly began to follow the
Northern Star....the Drinking
Gourd and a better life than the
harsh slavery that existed in the
United States. According to the
Attorney General of Upper
Canada, John Beverly Robinson, soon after the War of 1812
declared any Black reaching
Canada was free forever.

North American Black
Historical Museum
At the North American Black
''Historical Musewn and Cultural Centre, the African culture is
deep. It is from Africa that the
culture is derived and the
beginning of our history. Many
of the utensils, the ways and
the lifestyles were directly
from our native habitat. There
is proven information about the
lengths the fleeing Africans
went to escape. The history has
been passed down and going
there is just like going back in
time to the 1800's.
My enslaved ancestors
escaped any way possible. In
false bottom wagons, in tattered clothing, in the finest of
finery, through a system of
barns, attics and secret rooms,
even in boxes, a coffin and
trunks and using an array of
signals. One 11 year old girl

\

First Baptist Church (called
by some John Brown's Meeting
House) is also a historic building located in Chatham. It was
founded in 184 1 by refugees
who were form erly enslaved
from the United States. This
site is where one of the last of a
series of meetings held by
White abolitionist John Brown,
and an integrated group of
supporters in May of 1858 met,
prior to th e planned raid at
Harper's Ferry. John Brown
was born into a religious family
May 9, 1800. His father was a
station master in the Underground Railroad. He was also a
Trustee at Oberlin Co llege
(Ohio). Their home was a
haven for fleeing Africans. It
was in Chatham that he developed h is Master Plan to
empower the enslaved people
in his country. First Baptist is
where the forty-eight article
Constitution was completed.
Part of his secret plan led him
to the Federal Arsenal at Harpe r ' s Ferry, Virgina. He was
hanged December 2, 1859. "I
am very prospe rous still and
looking forward to a time when
peace on earth and goodwill to
men shall everywhere prevail ,"
was his final note. Many brave
people both White and Black
gave their all for the cause.
Canada was heaven for the
formerly enslaved African people. They were the artisans,
(ski lled craftsmen), the
builders, t he businessmen.
They built a new life in a new
land and felt compelled to share
it with their brother and sisters.
Many returned time after time
to the U.S. to pick up new passengers, show them way to the
North Star and FREEDOM.

L
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Lincoln ·
Mercury
Volkswagen

,,
..._WAY!

'9 5 Mercury Tracer
Sedan
$13165.00

'9 5 Mercury Tracer
MSRP:
FWY DISC:
FACTORY REBATE:

YOUR PRICE:

$14075.00
-700.00
-300.00

MSRP:
FWY DISC:
FWY DISC:

13,075.00

n~..

YOURPRICE:

'95 Mercu

$16745.00
-1310.45
-500.00

14,934.55

$22565.00
-1468.00

YOUR PRICE:

YOUR PRICE:

MSRP:
FWY DISC:

21,097 .oo

YOURPRICE:

. Exe utlve

$34950.00
-2000.00

MSRP:
FWY DISC:

32,950.00 .

YOUR PRICE:

Vin# 680741

.

--- ·--

Lincoln • Mercury • Volkswagen

Tax rate baled OD 7.5%. All prlcee are plua tax, llcenae, document feea oD approved credit.
Subject lo prior u.le. Sale price• Doi apply tb leuea.

/

"

24,675.00

$38830.00
-1000.00

$41475.00
-4519.45

37,830.00

YOUR PRICE:

36,955.55
Vin# 647315

(909)
.

-

$25175.00
-500.00

'9 5 Lincoln Continental

Vln#650540

1600 Camino Real, ·san· Bernard.i nti .

12,865,~ 00

Vin# 606769

'96 Llnco n Towncar

'9 5 Lincoln Mark VIII

I

'96 Mercury Grand
Marquis

Vln#J67220

Vln#609268

MSRP:
FWY DISC:

Villager GS

MSRP:
FWY DISC:

U

Vin# 6166871

Chuck McVay, Owner

'9 5 Mercury Mystique
MSRP:
FWY DISC:
FACTORY REBATE:

YOUR PRICE:

-

Vin# 64735

•500,00
-300.00

889-3514
Full Service, Parts & Body Shop
Hours: Monday • Friday - 7:30 to 5:30

Sale ends 12/21/95

FIRST TIME BUYERS
WELCOME! WE MAY HA\JE

A PLAN THAT CAN GET
YOUR CREDIT STARTED
WITH A NEW CAR

Sports
· The Black Voice News
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Farias and Claiborne Key North''s First CIF Title; Worthy Honored
. North : CIF Champions '95

. ~HAT A SEAS~N: Led ~Y Co~ch Mark Paredes and All-American Chris Claiborne, North overcame

city and league rive: :1~b1doux,

Riverside North
completes a perfect season (14-0),
with comeback
win over Rubidoux.
By LELAND STEIN ill
B VN Sports Editor
REDLANDS - Perfection!
We all strive - or at least we
should - for perfection. It's rare
when we meet that goal.
Well, Riverside North (14-0)
dared to dream about a perfect
season, then went out and made
its dream a reality.
"It's lovely we got a chance
to play against our rivals," said
North lineman James Devine.
"These guys are tough. I'm just
thankful we came out on top ..
• and to think a couple years
ago we were 0-10."
Against a game- and determined foe,the Rubidoux Falcons in a California Inter/ scholastic Federatiou Division
4 title 'game at the University of
Redlands, North culminated a
dream season with a 21-18 victory over its crosstown and Ivy

in

an exciting and competitive Division 4 title game at Redlands.

League rival before close to
9,000.
"We couldn't get the kind of
pressure we wanted to get on
them," said Rubidoux Coach
Wayne Cochron. "They just did
a heck-of-a job. They are a well
prepared and well coached
football team. It was a heck of
a football game."
North, destiny's child, was
indeed well prepared. There
was no stopping the Huskies'
drive to their first CIF title. It
was as if the heavens were
overlooking their run. Through
out the season, when a team
was making ·a run at North,
something - Chris Claiborne,
Robert Farias, Bryan Kennedy,
Dung Le, Sam Brandon and
Justin Solis - always happened
in their favor to stave off an
. .
opponent's charge at victory.
It was more of the same
against the Falcons (11-3) in
the title game.
After Rubidoux had taken a
18-14 third quarter lead, behind
Orshawante Bryant 's 40-yard
run, the Falcons had the
momentum and appeared in
control of the contest.
But, as they have all season,
the Huskies put together a

fourth quarter drive that included two gut-it-out plays. Thirdand-10 and fourth-and-4 situations were turned into first
downs, keeping their gamewinning drive alive. Farias,
who passed for two scores and
ran for one, completed the crucial passes to Le (21-yards)
and Kennedy (25-yards).
"We knew it was going to be
a battle, but we did what we
had to do to win," said
Kennedy, who also played on
North's CIF baseball title team
in 1994. "Their defensive backs
were concerned with our
receivers, so the tightend situation opened up for me."
With 5:24 remaining in the
contest,Claibome completed
the game winning drive with a
14-yard touchdown catch, of
which he ran through a couple
tacklers .
"Chris was suppose to be
blocking," said North Coach
Mark Paredes, "but, somehow
he slipped out there and we got
him the ball."
Said Claiborne, who ran for
152 yards: "I didn't score
early, but I didn't feel any pressure. I felt like my team would
take care of itself. Bryan made

that big time catch (on North's
final drive), Robert made the
throw, and the line worked their
butts off. We have done it like
that all year, we've learned how
to win."
With North leading 21-18
and a little more than five minutes remaining in the fourth
quarter, the Falcons set sail on a
58-yard drive to the Huskies 3,
fueled by Curtis Edwards runs
of 25 and 18-yards.
Faced with fourth-and-2
from the 3 and 1: 10 remaining
in the game; Rubidoux elected
to kick a field goal. But Nick
Anderson's attemp went wide,
and North ran out the clock.
"We played our hearts out
today," said Falcon lineman
Rodney Granderson. "I don't
know what to say."
Said Bryant: "We tried our
best, but North just came out on
top. It didn't end up as we
would have liked, but we had a
good run at it."
Added Falcon's two-way
star Aaron Notarianni:"I'm glad
I got this far and we made it to
the show. I love everyone on
this team. We put out the effort,
it just didn't happened for us."
Said Edwards, who ran for
172 yard: "We came up a little
:short .. . It's dissappointing,
'but we had a great team and
;season."
Whjle the Falcons were
reflecting on what could have
been, North was basking in
their championship feeling.
"It feels great!" Le said.
"The first time since 1972
we've been in the big game.
I'm so happy I don't know
what to say."
Said lineman Ryan Brock:
"We went out and executed
when we had too. We really
wanted this game."
Added Brandon, who caught
a 65-yard touchdown pass from
Farais."The ball was right there
for me . .. what else could I do
but catch it. It's a great feeling
being champion."
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STEEL SANDWICH: Pittsburgh's Greg Lloyd (#95) and Darren

Perry (#39) team up to halt Raider's Daryl Hobbs.

Phcto ~ Gerald wa11. .evN

Raiders run into a
steel wall, lose
fourth consecutive
game, this time to
Steelers, 29-1 o.

breakdown. They could gain
only 28 yards rushing (as a
gauge, Steeler back Eric
Pegram gained 122 yards),
Hobert tossed four intercep- .~
tions, receivers dropped touch- •
down passes, the referees had a
bad day . . . everything went
bad.
By Mickey Ingram
"We need to do everything
BVN Staff Writer
to win and we haven't done
that," said Raider comer back
OAKLAND - On my way to
Albert Lewis.
the Oakland-Alameda County
Said Raider safety Eddie
Coliseum. I asked mvself two
Anderson: "We have got to
question: How could the
fmd a way to score points and
Raiders, who were coming into
win some games. I still think
the contest with three consecuthis is a quality team and we
tive losses, get pass the Pittscan still make a run at it."
burgh Steelers, who were ridA Key point in the game
ing high with six straight wins?
came when Pat Swilling got to
Could quarterback Billy Joe
Steeler quarterback Neil
Hobert, who was starting his
O'Donnell, but he threw the
first NFL game, provide a mirball before he could complete
acle outing?
the sack. The pass ended up in
Before 53,503, the Steelers
beat the Raiders 29-10. OakAnthony Smith's hands and he
land is now forced to win their
ran it 69-yards for an apparent
final two games against Seattle
touchdown, tiu one official
and Denver to ensure a spot in - had ruled the..pla¥ dead - very
bad,call.
the playoffs.
Instead of the Raiders holdThe Silver & Black's fourth
ing a 14-10 lead in the second
consectutive loss was a total
quarter, it stayed at 10-7.
The call and nullifying of
the touchdown confused and
seem to take the game away
from the Raiders.
"I've been on a lot of teams,
and I've never seen a team get
as many bogus calls as this one
gets," Swilling said. "He was
still standing and able to throw
the ball, how can that be a
sack?"
How can the Raiders' season
get sacked after such a promising start and all the quality
moves made in the last two offseasons as far as players?
Raider Coach Mike White
t
thinks he knows, saying: "I
don't think our line's blocking
particularly well, and as a
result we are not getting the
-·~·
explosion you need to be effective."
CAN'T TOUCH THIS: Pittsburgh's Ernie Mills gave the Raiders
I agree.
secondary fits all day. Phcllo by Gerald waittn-eVN
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James Worthy hangs high in Fourm rafters
By LELAND S1EIN III
BVN Sports Editor

SURVEYING THE RUNWAY: Laker executive Jerry West (I) and the man of the hour, James Worthy,
look over some gifts presented at the halftime ceremony.
PhotobyHaosMAna1111r-evN

INGLEWOOD - Featuring future Hall of
Farner Joe Dumars and the NBA Rookie of the
Year Grant Hill, the Detroit Pistons rode into the
Great Western Fourm to battle the Lakers.
Before 16,176, the teams played defensvie
basketball with the Lakers making a move in the
fmal quarter that earned them a 87-82 victory.
Sure, Sedale Threatt's back-to-back threepointers with the score tied 78-78, made him the
game's star and gave the Lakers the win, plus,
anytime you get a home win it's important But,
no matter what, the game had to take a back seat
to what was to come at halftime.
This day belonged to James Worthy!
When the halftime ceremonies commenced,
and Worthy's number 42 was left hanging from
the Fourm rafters, along side Magic Johnson,
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, Jerry West, Wilt O,amberlain and Elgin Baylor, the end of the "Showtime"
era was officially cemented in history.
"I can say playing for the Lakers has been one
of the most rewarding, enhancing. most exciting
experiences I've had as an adult," said Worthy to
an appreciative crowd that serenaded him with a
Worthy ... Worthy ... Worthy chant.
Also on hand for the celebration were his
father, Ervin Worthy Sr., and his two older brothers. Also participating in the ceremonies were
Magic, Chick Heam, and his college Coach Dean
Smith, who flew in just for the occasion.

"It was my privilege to coach James in college," Smith said. "He is a great person on and
off the c.ourt. We knew the first time we saw
James he had that something special."
Added Laker executive West: "I remember
when we drafted James, he promptly became one
of the important players on what I think is some
of the best teams ever. I think no one will forget
those teams."
During the Lakers' run through the NBA in the
'80's, Magic and Kareem stood firmly on center
stage, but any knowledgable NBA watcher surely
knew that Worthy's contribution was just as
important to the Lakers championship successes.
Further inspection of Worthy's career uncovers: A NCAA title ('82) and tourney MVP while
at North Carolina; the NBA's No. 1 pick in ' 82; a
member of three NBA championship squads (' 85,
'87 and '88), plus the MVP honors in the '88
series.
Because Worthy was able to raise his play in
important games, he earned the title of 'Big
Game' James. But Magic recalled one of the
things about James that we all will remember. "I
would be coming down on the break, and no-look
to James on the wing, then he would hold the ball
in that big mitt, glide in the 'Statue of Liberity' .
.. and dunk!" recalled Magic. "James was one of
the most beautiful basketball player I ever saw."
Worthy concluded that he realizes what it
means to "be up there (number hanging on the
North wall)," and he knew if he was a "team
player" the appreciation and things would come."
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TIME MAGAZINE.

RICHARD SCHICKEL

'A.WESOME. TRULY EPIC.
A MASTERPIECE. WHOLLY ORIGINAL."
ROLLING STONE.

PETER TRAVERS

"ONE FOR THE BOOKS.
PAClNO IS ELECTRIFYING. DENIRO SHOWS UNCOMMON TENDERNESS.

YOU WON'T BE ABLE TO TAKE YOUR EYES OFF THEM."
·~

\
LIFEbeat Counter Aid '95
LIFEbeat's Counter Aid '95, which brought together major and mom & pop record stores with
celebrities from music, TV, and film to help raise money for those living with HIV/AIDS, proved
even more successful than last year, thanks to the support of over 1400 retail outlets
nationwide. Throughout the six day span, Word AIDS Day (Dec. 1st) through December 7th,
participating record stores asked their customers to round their purchases up to the nearest
dollar, with the extra monies being donated to LIFEbeat. On December 2nd, artists and
celebrities did their part for the cause by staffing the cash registers at participating record
stores in New York, Los Angeles, Miami and Atlanta. Pictured above: Coolio at Sam Goody in
New York.

HEAT
A LOS ANGELES CRIME SAGA

'Toy Story' No.1; 'White Man's Burden,' 'Wild Bill' - Disappointing Debuts
LOS ANGELES (AP) ~
"Toy Story" - Disney's
computer-animated film - took
the No. 1 box office spot for the
second weekend with projected
earnings of $19 million,
industry sources said Sunday.
The latest James Bond
adventure, "Goldeneye," was
second with an estimated $9
million, followed by the
gangster gambling film
"Casino" in third with $6.3
million. Official box office
tallies were expected to be

released today.
The new John Travolta film,
"White Man 's Burden,"
debuted with only $1.8 million
in receipts, talcing eighth place.
The new_Jeff Bridges-Ellen
Barkin Western "Wild Bill "
was a critical success but it
only took in $1 million at 775
locations and didn't make the
weekend top 10, according to
preliminary estimates.
The top 10 films were:
1. " Toy Story," $19 million.
2. "Goldeneye," $9 million.

3. "Casino, " $6.3 million.
4. "Money Train," $6.1
million.
5. "Ace Ventura: When
Nature Calls," $5.7 million.
6.
• 'The
American
President," $5.6 million.
7. "It Takes Two," $2
million.
8. "White Man's Burden,"
$1.8 million.
9. " Get Shorty," $1.7
million.
10. " Nick of Time," $1.6
million.

STARTS FRIDAY, DECEMBER 15
& HOLLYWOOD Mann Chinese
310/289-MANN JEX
$2.00 parking ½ block south
$2.00 parking otter 5:00 PM in
otter 5:00 PM Mon-Fri
"Privilege Parking Lois".
$1.00 refunded with ticket purchase. ond all day Sat-Sun.

• WESTWOOD Mann Village
310/289-MANN JEX

NO PASSES, COUPONS, GROUP ACTIVITY
TICKETS OR VIP TICKETS ACCEPTED.

A

••

51'&:--.oolG

~~o

,/ '

& CENTURY CITY
Cineplex Odeon
Cenlury Plaza
Cinemas JEX
310/553-4291

'• .' /iJiJ/ ·,'

J/ BEVERLY HILLS

'

General Cinema's
Beverly Connection 6
310/659-5911 JEX
Advance Tickels on Sale Dally.
4 hour validated
parking - $1 .00 at Box Office.

AND AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU
CONSULT YOUR LOCAL LISTINGS.

"'

Wat's

driving up your winter natural gas bill?Sure, it's colder outside. But there are easyways to keep your bill down during winter. You can start bx
~

.

C:

1i3 all, natural gas is still your best energy bet.

And with a little effort, you'll stop throwing money out the window this winter.
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B18ck Publishers Hold 12th Annual Conv·ention

T

he 12th Annual
Convention of West
Coast
Black
Publishers
Association (WCBPA) ended at
Baily's Resort and Hotel in Las
Vegas recently on a high note
of enthusiastic, but cautious,
opt1m1sm.
The theme,
"Charting New Directions Meeting The Challenges of
Diversity," fonned an appropriate metaphor for an industry
group buffeted by merging corporations who are not advertising as they should be with the
Black press, along with political and social issues that continue to plague AfricanAmericans. Although the
future holds uncertainties, the
general consensus was that now
more than ever, Black publishers, corporate America, minority owned businesses and the
community must work in close
partnership to ensure their
mutual success and survival.
Over four days, the assembl,.,d delegates from around the
country, representing more than
25 fortune 500 companies,
civic and political leaders
explored various implications
and topics of interest vital to
their success which directly
impacts the quality of business
and life in the minority community. The characteristics
defining these relations with
West Coast Black Publishers
A ssociation are important
because the WCBPA specifically serves a targeted audience
and no other medium in the
West has the credibility of its
member papers.
One highlight of the 12th
Annual WCBPA Convention
was the session, "Perspectives
On The Million Man March,"
hosted by American Minorities
Media. It attracted a large audience as member Publishers and
convention attendees shared
the ir deepe st emotions and
experiences that were cultivated at The March. The forum
increased the cohesiveness of
the overall gathering and everyone was motivated to continue
to spread its positive word.
According to Garrison Jackson,
senior vice president of
Circuiation
Experti
in
Hartsdale, NY, "I was very
happy to recount my feelings
with others on the panel, about
the Million Man March.
People were interested in our
opinions and the discussions
helped to capture the true
essence of the March for those
who could not attend."
WCBPA's inaugural Youth
Day was also applauded by
everyone. The outstanding
activities began with a Youth
Day Bre akfas t , hosted by
N or_d strom and Walt Disney
Comp any.
Hardy Brown
11,HD Consultants , was the
keynoter for the breakfast that
was attended by more than 80
minority high school seniors of
the Las Vegas School District.
Bro wn, a g raduate of
Wilberforce University, gave a
rousing motivational speech
demonstrating his concern for
young people.
Hardy II is the son of Hardy
and Cheryl Brown, Sr., co-publishers of the Riverside Black
Voice. His focu s was the
importance of image, "We must
take charge of creating a positive image fo r the media to
show. We must overcome peer
pressure, talk to your fri ends
about doing positive things.
Read books to increase knowledge, dare to be different."
The youth day luncheon was
hosted by Brown, LaDredo
Guilford , Household Finance
and HD Consultants; and F.
Lee Stenson.Fast Track L .A. ,
who spoke of career opportunities in the fields of finance and

math.
Another highlight was the
Youth Day Forum at which
Janice Bryant Howroyd, president/ CEO of ACT 1 Personal
Services was the speaker.
Howroyd, an advocate of giving back to the community,
accurately probed issues of
concern for the young adults.
She supplied encouragement,
inspiration and suggestions for
today's youth to reach their
goals in a society that often
times does not make general
support available. Howroyd
also told the students to "get to
know the Black publishers
because they are your leaders,
they can provide resources and
they care about you." Dr. Keith
Orlando Hilton, of Hilton
Higher Education Worldwide,
moderated the forum at which
the students actively participated in the question and answer
period.
Attracting a large gathering
to the Welcome Day Luncheon,
hosted by Anheuser-Busch,
Inc., was Kellen Winslow, Esq.,
a member of the National
Football League Hall of Fame.
With appearances on NBC 's
Today Show, ABC's Nightline,
and ESPN. Winslow is often
called upon to speak about
social, political, economic and
racial issues relating to sports.
His timely remarks called for
continuing support of the
Black press ~cause the Black
community then becomes
empowered with infonnation

that is vital to its welfare.
The West Coast Black
Publishers Association was
established in 1971 as a trade
association for Black owned
newspapers in the Western
United States. It has 22 member newspapers and more than
34 editions which are published
in 18 markets. The newly
elected WCBPA office rs are
Brian Townsend, pre sident,
Ooves Campbell, Jr., first vice
president, Virginia Taylor, ~econd vice pre sident, Ruth
Hopkins, secretary and Bernard
Foster, treasurer and immediate
past president. According to

r

,~·-""'_...

Townsend, "We are extremely
pleased with the outcome of
this year's convention. Our
member publishers take pride
in being champions for
progress in the minority community. The Black press is
alive and we will work diligently for its survival and for it
to be the best that it can be."
The 12th Annual convention
was initially planned for Los
Angeles but was aborted when
the Publishers voted to move to
Las Vegas because of Gov. Pete
Wilson's assault against affirmative action in California.
They were staunchly supported
by corporate hosts and sponsors, national and state association executives as well as
media
representatives.
Corporate participants included; Act 1 Personnel Services,
American Minorities Media,
Anheuser-Busch Companies,
Inc., Brown & Williamson,
Cable News Network (CNN),
Canadian
Club,
Coors
Brewing Company, Kraft
Foods, Inc., Miller Brewing
Company, Nissan Motor
Corporation, Kraft Foods, Inc.,
Miller Brewing Company,
Nissan Motor Corporation,
USA, Nordstrom, Pabst
Brewing Company, Philip
Morris
USA,
Reebok,
Schieffelin & Somerset, RJ
Reynolds, The Southland
Corporation, Toyota USA and
Walt Disney Company.
The 12th Annual WCBPA
Convention was coordinated by
the Public Relations Firm of
Alescia Buford, president of
Alescia Buford and Associates
in Sherman Oaks, CA.
For information about
upcoming WCBPA activities,
call (818) 995-6545.
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Bernie Foster, President, John Holoman,' Anna Ro~ndlch, Disneyland, B:ook White, Nordstrom Director
of Public Relations, Hardy Brown II, Ramon Savoy, Las Vegas Sentinel Voice, Charlotte Mausolf, Lalla
Bass, Tenesla Halley, Fiona lnnls, Erika Woods, Ebonee Dumas, Robert Banks, Brandon Smith, Mark

Walker, April Cobos, Chris Wright, David Yancen, Laterra Harris, John Travis, Jonathan Justice, Vernon
WIiiiams, Jr. Quante Moore, Ruel Mellke, Jonathan Travis, Retha Linzy, Kanlka Hawkins, Joseph Sawyer,
Isaac Sawyer, Marcello Sawyer, Cla Johnson, Maurice Dawkins, Temeka Towns, Sharon Stubbs, LaShawn
Bolden, Justin Givens, Tanisha Bridgeman, Darrick Wiggins, Erika Faucett, Manus Edwards, Brian
Reed,Jullen Smith, Ramon Carey, Crystal Elijah, Latcera Harris, Ayana Robinson, Tiffanie Carroll, Tiffany
Martin, Elalne Branch, Tamata Greene, Kllynda Ray, Allison Winchester, Ben Boykin, M'Shawrl Scott,
Mark Henderson, Carron Allen, Son Cochrane, Keenan Gordon and Odis Alexander.
·

~-':.~
Actor Zakes Mokae and Ana Rosandlch, Disneyland Manager

Minority Markets.
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Publishers meet at First AME Church Las Vegas for Church and Gina Gallovlch Publlc Relations Kraft
Community Day. Rev. Spencer Barrett Is the pastor.

Foods and Kellen Wlnslow, Esq.

Just For Me
Relaxer Kit
Created in part by
mothers especially for
their daughters.
Reg. 6.99

African Pride
,. No Lye Relaxer

/5!!

Get great volume, body and manageability. Reg. 6.69

Just For Me
Detangler 8 oz.

High Time Tonic
Repair 1.5 oz.
Fade dark spots and
keep your skin smooth
and protected. Reg. 3.79

2!!

wifl Cfto• t.ihlf od StttSawn

Hlll'S FU£ DlRK SPOTS
<AIISID lY SHAWIGQ'B)

Great way to give your
child "Tangle-Free" protection and care. Reg. 3.79

Prevents bumps and
ingrown hairs for a
smooth shave.
Reg. 3.79

2!!

2!!

Ampro
Protein Gel 10.5 oz.
Great style, non-greasy,
non-flaking. Reg. 2.59

99
•- •

High Time
Razor Bump
Medication .5 oz.

Murray's
Pomade 3 oz.
For a clean. neat look
with plenty of style
control. Reg. 2.69

99
EACH

EACH

•••••
••••

TDD Users Call 1-800-821-1TDD (1833)
Mon.-Fri., 7 a.m.-6 p.m. PST

Tetecommunleftlons
Dev~ lor the 0Hf ODO)

Serving our speech and hearing impaired customers

•••••

For A
Store

Call our toll-tree number
7 days a week, 24 hours a day, including holidays:

!rr::.~.r 1-800-685-5355
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limited arc (12 foot). Manager 's
Meeting scheduled Thursday, January
18, 1996, 6:30 p.m. League games
start January 21, 1996. ADULT
VOLLEYBALL -Registration for the
Winter '96 will run through January
10, 1996. League play Thursday
nights. ADULT FLAG FOOTBALLRegistration for the Winter 96 Season
will run through January 10, 1996.
ADULT FLAG FOOTBALLRegistration for the Winter '96 Season
will run through January 10, 1996.
Manager's Meeting scheduled

PREMIEREPARTY: lllPHOP

2000, premiere party at the Hottest
hip hop club in the Inland Empire,
Club Aesh. 100 Hospitality Ln., San
Bernardino. Celebrity Guest will be
present lllP HOP 2000, is a new
television experience premiering later
this month on KCSB CH-3 (San
Bernardino), GTV CH-24 (Orange
County), and CH-6 & 56 (Los Angeles). For more information, call (909)
412-3879.

December 16th
GRAND OPENING: The public is

Mega Side-walk Sale!

invited to tour the newly dedicated
Riverside Police Aviation complex.
Chief of Police Ken Fortier invites
our community to an open house celebrating our Silver Anniversary. Please
join in celebrating 25 years of continuous airborne law enforcement operations. The facility is located at the
Riverside Municipal Airport, 11 :00
a.m. For more information, call (909)
351-6118.

December 17th
BALLET: Bre Dance Srudio will present the Ballet "Firebird" starring it's
own prima ballerina Kimberly Cole.
This event will take place at UCR
Performing Arts Theatre. General
Admission is $10 and $8 for children
under 13 and senior citizens (60 and
older). For information call Bre
Dance Studio at (909) 787-8707.

December 18th
ACTING CLASSES: Master acting
class will be taught by famed director,
producer Hal Dewindt This course
will be taught for six weeks, Monday
through Friday from Dec. 18. to Jan.
12. From 7 to 10 p.m.. Registration
must be completed by Dec. 11. For
information call (310) 338-1972.

for Wednesday, January 17, 1996.
ADULT BASKETBALL-Registration
for the Winter '96 season will run
through January 10, 1996.
Classification games are scheduled
for the week of January 15, 1996.
Manager's Meeting will be held on
Wednesday, January 17, 1996. All
manager's meeting will be held at the
Rudy C. Hernandez Community
Center, 222 N. Lugo Avenue. For
more information, call (909) 3845052.

·rovs, Name Brands, Most in Original Packages,
Large Selection, Latest Styles
Cluistmas Acressories & Gifts...Gifts for the Entire
Family, Wide Selection & Low Prices

Christmas Attractions at Goodwill...
Fri., Dec. lSth-$50 Shopping Spree Drawing
Sat, Dec. 16th - Drawing Every Hour
Sat, Dec. 16th - Santa will be here 11am - 3pm,
Bring the Kids
IOODWLL Your Holiday Stor•

Brown Honored By Black Educators
Recently, at a reception held to welcome new teachers, Hardy Brown, former member of the San
Bernardino Board of Trustees was honored by the African American Educators Association for
twelve years of service. In the presentation teacher Sally LaSane said Brown disturbed a mighty
river. The analogy was from a poem whose anonymous writer said, "Drop a pebble in the water,
Just a splash and it is gone. But there's half-a-hundred ripples circling on and on and on .•.
You've disturbed a mighty river just by dropping In a stone!" LaSane commented, "There's no
way of telling how many lives you have touched; nor is there any way of telling how many have
been Influenced by your leadership and direction." After she named a few of the many accomplishments Brown has made In the last twelve years she said, "We here today want to leave you

Quality, Yalu•, Low Price•

8120 Plbil UNE

(1 Block E. of Watem,., off 3Nf Street)

Store Hours: M-S 9-6, Sun. 12•5

Simba's

with the admonition to continue dropping pebbles wherever you go because the world needs
your rippling effects on the lives of students everywhere."

Palm

Springs

190 N. Sunrise, Near Tahquitz • Palm Springs• (6 19)778-7630

December 19-23rd
IRVINE IMPROV:Comedian Jack
Coen . Mr. Coen has appeared on
'The Tonight Show, "Comic Strip
Live",. For information call (714)
854-5455.

OPERA LEAGUE of LAGUNA
BEACH hosts its annual boat parade
party at Bistro 201 in Newport Beach
at 6:00 p.m. For information call
(714) 474-4488, exL308.

NAACP- "Dozens Fed And Hundreds
More Expected For NAACP Holiday
Hunger Projects." There's a need to
feed the poorer community. Food
baskets will be distributed at the
Westside Community Service Center
at 1505 W. Highland. For information
contact Carl Dameron 888-4571.

December 31st
IRVINE IMPROV presents: "Brian
Regan." New Year's Eve Party!!
Brian has appeared on Showtime's
Short Attention Span Theatre.", as
well as 'The Tonight Show." For
information call (714) 85-5455

January 1st

NEW YEAR'S EVE GUNFIRE
DANGER: The Riverside Police

Dept. is urging the entire community
to join them in an effort to stop the
extremely hazardous practice of firing
guns of New Year's Eve. If you suspect that some one may fire a gun on
New Year's Eve, please call: English
682-1820 or Spanish 682-1822.

January 13-l5th

BLACK FLIGHT ATTENDANTS
OF AMERICA FOURTH ANNUAL
CONVENTION JANUARY 13 • 15,

December 23rd
CHRISTMAS CONCERT: The

Hollywood New Year's Eve Gala.

Rialto United Methodist Church is
sponsoring; "A "Special" Christmas
concert, featuring Rialto Songstress Faye Coates, accompanied by Robert
Derrick. The concert will be held at
1230 N. Lilac, Rialto, 6:00 p.m.
donation is $8. For more information
call (909) 820-0935.

The inaugural Hollywood New Year's
Eve Gala will be held on Hollywood
Blvd. between La Brea and Highland.
There will be celebrities stopping by
to give thanks to Hollywood and to
wish Los Angeles citizens "Happy
New Year." For information call (213)
719-2662

DANCE: Majestic Ladies will prePANCAKE BREAKFAST: Pancake

Breakfast at the Bottom Gun Cafe In
Moreno Valley located at 23060
Alessandro Blvd., corner of Aless o
and Frederick, from 7:30 to 11:00
a.m. The Bottom Gun Cafe is a special restaurant with simulated fight
equipmenL For more information,
call (909) 924-3541.

J

sent a New Year•s Eve Dance at St.
Andrews Lodge, 1034 W. 8th Street,
San Bernardino. Donation is $15,
doors will open at &:30 p.m. Hats,
Homs, Hors D'oevres, and champagne will be provided. The Mighty
O.T. will will be D.J. For more information, call (909) 862-4514.

1996 ATLANTA, GEORGIA AT THE
GRANADA SUITE HOTEL. FOR
ADDIDONAL INFORMATION
CALL (213)

January 15th
Municipal Museum in the City of
Riverside will be housing an exhibit
at 4:00 p.m., It is timed to coincide
with Martin Luther King Jr's birthday
and the 3rd Annual MLK Walk-AThon fund raiser planned by the
Riverside Martin Luther King V1Sionaries.
For information contact Dr. Vincent
Moses at (909) 782-5968.

January 27th

SYMPHONY: Inland Empire Symphony Orchestra "Our American Her-

.'

2 Blocks From Palm Springs Convention Center

itage" at the California Theatre, 562
W. Fourth STreet, San Bernardino.
Tickets: $25, $20, $15, and $10. Discounts for senior citizens and students. Call (909) 381-5388 for information.

Ho[ic!ay Cele6ra.tion

Fabulous Buffet &
Gospel Music
Christmas Eve $9.99 +tax
2:00 PM - 9:00 PM

UCLA Extension: "Suicide: What
You Need To Know." The course is
taught by Dr. Firestone, who has conducted nationwide research in the
agreement of suicidal risk. The program will take place from 9 a.m.4:30p.m., UCLA, 146 Dodd Hall. For
information call (310) 825-0641.

NEW YEAR'S EVE

January 21st

SPORTS LEAGUES: YOUTH
BASKETBALL-Anention all hoop

$14.99 +tax
9:00 PM - 12:30 AM

shooters, get your ball and join the
City of San Bernardino Parks,
Recreation and Community Services
Department's Youth Basketball program for ages 7-14 years.
Registration will be accepted th.rough
January 4, 1996. League play will
begin the week of January 9, 1996.
You can register at your nearest community center of playground.
ADULT SOFTBALL- Registration for
the Winter 96 Season will run through
Janua1'y 11, 1996. Leagues
open to all levels of play in men's,
women's and co-ed divisions. Men's
Wednesday and Thursday Nights are a

(12/31: Regular business hours & prices, 2:00 PM· 9:00 PM)

Fea.tu.rin9
Chitterlings, Tamales, BBQ Ribs,
Fried Chicken, much morel!!

Reservations Recommended

(619) 778-7630
1

Avoid Holiday Humbug with ·

ONTARIO AIRPORT PARKING TIPS
Enjoy the convenience of using any of these three parking lots at Ontario International Airport:

Lot A

Lot D

Main Lot

Location: Enter from Grove Ave. Easy
access from Holt. Blvd. or
60 Fwy.

Location: Enter 100 yds. past Main
Terminal or from Airport Drive
East..

Location: Go past Main Terminal
100 yards to Lot D entrance,
or enter from Airport Drive.

Rate:

Maximum $5 per 24 hr.

Rate:

Shuttle:

Free shuttle runs every 20 min.
to Main Terminal

Comments: , Closest to Main Terminal.
Best for short trips.

Comments:

Best for trips longer than 3 days.
Fills up fast. First come,first si!rved.

Maximum $10 per 24 hr.
,,

Rate:

Maximum $10 per 24 hr.

Shuttle:

Free shuttle runs every 20 min.
to Main Terminal.

Comments:

Newest lot. Close to Terminal 2

All parldng lots at Ontario Airport offer the first 30 minutes ofparking free
More Holiday Travel Tips
•Getto the airport 1 hour before your flight is scheduled to depart.
• Put identification tags on your luggage- inside and out.

C

Los Angeles Department of Airports
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Regency Hotel in Los Angeles. The
motto for this year's banquet was "When all else
fails, educate!"
The Coalition is a group of community based
organizations whose membership comprises the
diverse cultural and ethnic background of Los
Angeles itself. Its members include Blacks,
Hispanics, Asians, Caucasians and Native
Americans.
Through its Fourth Annual Recognition and
Scholarship Banquet the Coalition attempted to
address the financial and educational concerns of
South Central Los Angeles, which has fewer
resources than the rest of the country. Most
South Central residents earn less than $5,000 per
year and are often one-parent families who have
limited fund s to educate aqd provide for the
health care necessities or recreational needs of
their children.
Christine Devine, KTTV Fox 11 News Anchor,
served as the Mistress of Ceremonies and Pat
Watts, Executive Southern California Edison
provided the welcome.
The evening was dedicated to the memory of
Bobby Lavendar, Founder and First Executive
Director of the Coalition. Lavendar's daughter,
Venia Lavendar, was on program for the evening.
This year eight community leaders were
honored. Among the honorees included: Ernie
Barnes, Cheryl Brown, Paul C. Hudson, WillialJl

T::t;'.\''T:''>L';' : ,
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Daughter of Horace',Tapscott, Christine Devine, Fox Channel 11 News Anchor; Stanette Kennebrew, Cheryl
Brown, Kafl Roberts, Mrs. Tapscott, Paul C. Hudson, Bishop Thamar WIiliams, and Roger Mosely.

Boalt Hall School of Law where he received a
juris doctorate degree. In 1989, he continued his
education by receiving a degree from the
Graduate School of S avings Institution
Management at the University of Texas at
Austin.

William (Bill) Jordan
William Jordan received his Bachelor of Arts
degree in Sociology and Anthropology from
California State University, Dominguez Hills.
Jordan entered the Probation Depanment in
1984 after spending 12 years as a liquor
salesman.
Jordan was transferred to Central Juvenile Hall
where he worked in girls unit for a fiew years and
the remainder of his time until 1988 was spent
working in a dental office.
Currently, he is a officer working the gang unit
out of Long Beach.
Jordan is also involved with a number of civic
organizations: Black Organizing Alliance
(BOA); Oscar Joe Bryant Association (LAPD);
the Centurions (Fire Department); and NABCJ
(National Association of Blacks in Criminal
Justice).

Stanette Kennebrew
Christine Devine and Frederick "Rick" Banks.

(Bill) Jordan, Stanette Kennebrew, Roger E.
Mosley, Horace Tapscott, and Bishop Thamar E .
Williams.

Ernest (Ernie l Eurene Barnes, Jr.

Stanette Kennebrew has a Juris Doctorate
. Degree from the University of La Verne Law
School. She received a Master's in Business
Administration degree from Claremont Graduate
School's Drucker School of Management and she
graduated Magna Cum Laude with a Bachelor of
Science degree in Business Administration from
the University of LaVerne.
Kennebrew is the Vice-President and Chief
Financial Officer for Charles R.Drew University
of Medicine and Science, a medical education
and research university with an operating budget
of over $50 million. She was recruited to this

Ernie Barnes was born July 15, 1938 in
Durham, NC. A gifted athlete, he had been
offered 26 athletic scholarships by the time he
graduated from Hillside High School in Durham.
His real ambition, however was to become an
artists. He attended North Carolina College
(North Carolina Central University) from 195659 where he studied an with mentor Edward
Wilson, then Chair of the Art Department. He
presented his first student exhibition in 1959, the
pursuant to the
same year he began his professional football guarantee
provisions of Section 20172 of
career with the Baltimore Colts. He retired from the California Public
Contracts Code.
professional football in 1965.
Since leaving the professional football, arena Pursuant to the Labor Code,
Barnes has become a nationally and critically the City has obtained from the
·
B
h
h be
Director of the Department of
acclaimed artist.
arnes per aps as come Industrial Relations, state of
most well known for his paintings featured on the California, his determinations
CBS television series "Good Times" from 1974- of
general prevaDlng rates or
per diem wages bellved to be
79. Barnes was appointed the official artist of applkabletotbework,
the 1984 Games of the XXIIrd Olympiad in Los lndudlngemployerpayments
for health and welfare,
Angeles. He was awarded an honorary Doctor pension, vacation and similar
of Fine Arts Degree in 1990 from North Carolina purposes, copies of which are
induded In and made a part of
Central University, and November 1st has been the Contract Documents. The
officially declared "Ernie Barnes Day" in his . Contractor shall post all
applicable prevailing wage
hometown Of Durham' NC.
rates at the job site and shall

Legals

Cheryl R, Brown

Cheryl Brown is Co-Owner, Co-Publisher and
Editor of the Black Voice News, a Southern
California commwiity weekly publication.
She received her Bachelor of Arts Degree in
1974, at the California State University at San
Bernardino.
Brown, is a member of the National Council of
. p ·d
f th G t
Negro Women, Vice- resi ent O
e rea er
Riverside Urban League, Black Voice
Foundation, American Planning Association,
among other notable organizations.
She has received awards from the National
Association of Media Women, West Coast Black
Publishers, NCNW, Kiwanis Club and Black
History Committee of Riverside.

Paul C, Hudson

see that he and all of his
subcontractors are paying
wages equal to or greater than
said rates.
All bids are to be complll"ed 00
the basis or the City
Engineer's estimate of
quantities of work to be done.
No bid wtll accepted from a
bidder who Is not fully and
properly lkemed as a
contractorfortheworktobe
done by him in accordance
with the provblons of Chapter
9, Division m, Sec:tlom 7000
through 7145 of the Business
and Profesmons Cocle or the
State or California. on the
dateandatthattlmeof
submittal of the Bidder's
Proposal, the prime contractor
shall have a Class "A" or "B"

Paul Hudson is President and Chief Executive ~:~~C:J~~~s~:i~ aass
Officer of Broadway Federal Savings, the oldest ''C'' licenses sufficient to cover
•
Am ·
·
dl
· t·
all of the work to be
Afncanencan savings an oan associa ion performed by him.
west of the Mississippi, with assets exceeding
$1 Q1 million, and serving the South Central Los The City Council reserves the
r ight to reject any and all bids
Angeles marked since 1947,
and to waive any Irregularity
Prior to joining Broadway Federal in 1980, he or Informality In any bid to
.
DC fi
f theextentpermlttedbylaw.
practiced law with the Washington, · · mn O Bidder may not withdraw his
Wilmer, Cutler and Pickering. In 1975, Hudson bid for forty-nlne(49) calendar
retumed to Los Angeles to join the law firm that days after the bid opening.
his father founded, Hudson, S.andoz and Brow. As per Publk Contract Code
He is a member of the District of Columbia bar, Section 22300, the Contractor
as well as the State of California Bar.
::n::~=:itlesror
Hudson was born and raised in Los Angeles anymonleswllhbeldbythe
and attended Los Angeles public schools before
receiving his bachelors degree in political science
. B rk I
In
from the University of Califiorrua, e e ey.
1970, he went on to do his graduate studies at

r~~~t::.::::~·=~;~:~:

City of Corona to ensure
performance under Contract.
At the request and expense of
the Contractor, seairllles
equivalent to the amount

withheld shall be deposited
with the City of Corona, or
with a state or federally
chartered bank as the escrow
agent, who shall pay such
monies to the Contractor after
satisl'actory completion of the
Contract. Securities dlgible
for Investment under this
section sball lndude those
listed In Section 16430 of the
Government Code or bank or
savings and loan certlftcates or
deposlL The Contractor shall
be the beneftdal owner of any
substituted for monies
wftbheld and shall receive any
Interest thereon.
The bidder's attention Is
director to Section 6-3 of the
Special Provisions which
requires the Contractor to
post a surety bond In a form
approved by the Engineer
prior to the final acceptance of
the work In an amount of not
less than 10% or the final
contract amont, or $2,000.00
whichever Is greater to
guarantee materials and

::;~:i:,nsr!1!:~~

of
acceptance or the work by the
City Council.

Contract Documents,
lndudlng Plans anci Special
Provisions. but not lncludina
the Standard Plans or
StandardSpedftcations.may
be obtained from the Parks &
Recreating Department,
telephone (909) 736-2491, City
Hall, Corona, CallforniL All
sets of Contract Documents, as
described above, may be be
purcba!edfor anonrefundable fee of $25.00 per
set.

position to develop new internal control systems
and infrastructures. Included in the design was a
new fiscal system, a new chan of accounts,
information management system and new
technologies. These changes stabilized the
financial system and business functions and as a
result eliminated the $3 million dollar deficit and
reduced the year end audit time by 10 months,
generating a net audit savings of $550,000.
Kennebrew is an Accreditation Officer of the
Western Association of Schools and Colleges, the
Regional Accrediting body for schools and
colleges.
Kennebrew is married. Her hobbies include
1ong d'1s t ance wa Ik"mg, ro II er s k atmg,
·
d aily
workouts, and involvement in new innovative
projects.

Rofer E, Mosley
For eight years Roger E. Mosley endeared
himself to television viewers everywhere,
playing the role of Tom Selleck's sidekick T.C.,
pilot and owner of a helicopter service on the
CBS-TV series, "Magnum P.I.", now in
syndication can be viewed all over the world.
In addition to his co-starring role as T.C.,
Mosley is an accredited director. He directed
several episodes of "Magnum," and also made
contributions to the show as a scriptwriter.
T his talented actor is also a licensed rotary
engine pilot, and he actually flew the helicopter
in the early days of the series.
His motion picture credits include "Unlawful
Entry," "Leadbelly," "the Greatest," Mr. Mc Q,"
"Attica," "Jericho Mile," and "I Know Why The
Caged Bird Sings." He has played in numerous
television movies and series, most recently as the
Coach on "Hangin' With Mr. Cooper."
The focus of his outside interest is helping
others. He tours the world participating in
Improvement
Bids: December 20, 1995
10:00 a.m.
Fax machine wlll be shut off
1hr prior to bid time
Mar-Lynn Builders, Inc.
37955 Cherry Valley Blvd.
Cherry Valley, Ca 92223
(909) 845-5626 (909) 845-5638
Payment & Performance
bonds may be required.
Assistance will be liven In
obtaining bonds, Insurance
and lines of credlL
p.12/14/95
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The following penon(s) Is
(are) doing business as:
Pennywlse Insurance Services
39525 Los Alamos Rd,
Ste.#A-400
Murrieta, CA 92563
Debra Jean Cattanl
27935 Cactus Flower Dr.
Sun City, CA 92509
This business Is conductecl by

~==

commenced to
transact busine!II under the
fictitious business name or
names listed above on
W21/95.
s.'Debra J. Cattanl
The tiling of 1IWI statement
doenot or Itself authorize the
uselnthls stateofaftctitious
business name In violation or
the rf&hts of another under
fedenl, state, or common law
(sec. 14400 et. seq. b & p code)
Statement med with the
County Clerk of RJvenlde
County onDea!mberOS,1995
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy of the
original statement OD me In

The filing of this statement
does not of Itself authorize the
u,e In this state of a ftctltious
business name In viol: tlon of
the rights of another u.ader
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 14400 et. seq. b & p code)
Statement filed with the
County Clerk of Rlvenlde
County on December 11, 1995
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy of the
original statement on me In
my office.
FRANK K. JOHNSON
County Clerk
FILE NO. 958212
p.12/14,12121,U/28,l /4/!16
00020
INVITATION TO BID
Notice Is given hereby that

THE FOUNDATION FOR
THE RETARDED OF THE
DFSERT
will accept bids for the
remodel of

THE FOUNDATION FOR
THE RETARDED OF THE

DE,5ERT PALM DE,5ERT,

CALIFORNIA 92260
PHASE 3:

Single story remodel or
Building 1 generally consisting
of new metal stud partition
walls, plumbing, ducting,
lighting, and flnlsben.

DIEDRE' LINGENFELTER,
City Clerk or the City of

Perry Hubbs
17905 Haines Street
92578
Perris, CA

Bldswlllopenedattbe
Foundation for the Retarded
on Wednesday, January 10, .
199
9
6, beglnnlngat :00 a.m.

Wearerequestlngbldsfrom
quallftedM/W/DVBGSubcontracton and suppliers for:
San Bernardino County
Court House T-Wlng
2nd Floor Remodel and
Law Library Tenant

!

1. Two copies or the Project
Manual Including
Speclftcations, plus two sets of
prints of the Drawings, upon
payment of$150.00 deposit,
completely refundable If both
sets are returned to the
Foundation for the Retarded,
postpaid, In satisfactory
condition, within ffve calendar
days after bid opening.
2. Additional copies of the
Project Manual, Including
speclftcations, plus additional
sets of prints or the Drawings,
upon payment of $75.00 per

set, non-refundable.
3.No partial sets will be Issued,

The owner reserves the right
to reject any or all bids to
walff Irregularity In the bids
and In the bidding.
p.12/14/95

DEADLINE: Tuesday,
January 9, 1996 at 2:00 p.m.

Perry Hubbs
17905 Haines Street
2 1
i~~u~!e! ! nducted by
lndMdual
Registrant has not yet begun
to transact business under the
ftctltious business name or
names listed herein.
s/Perry Hubbs

Bona fide general contract
bidders may secure copies of
the propCISed Contract
documents from the office or:
Foundation for the Retarded
73-255 Country Club Drive,
Palm Desert, CA 92260, the
Architect on the following
basis:

Sealedbldswlllberecelvedat
the Foundation for the
Retarded 73-255 Country
Club Drive, Palm Desert, CA
7

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The following person(s) Is
(are) doing business as:

Date:12-07-95
p.12/14/95

Requirements, Executive
Order#ll246 and othen. T he
aforementioned are described
In the "Special Federal
Provisions" section of the bid
document. Additional
Information pertaining to the
Federal requirement Is on me
with the County of Riverside's
Economk Development
Agency.

for Phase 3 Description.

;L:;

~:!;~~;s~::O~puty

BishQJJ ThamarE. William
Bishop Thamar E. Williams has been the
Senior MiniSter for the Church of Christ, Mona
Boulevard,forthepast 25years.
Bishop Williams is the Director of the Bible
Teacher's Cenificate Program for Pepperdine
University.
He is the Chairman of the Board for Mona
Boulevard Community Services, Inc., which
provides counseling and educational services
coupled with various community activ ity
programs.
Bishop Williams is the prior Assistant VicePresident for Interstate Bank Loan Review
Department.
Scholarships were presented to Jennifer M.
Edwards, Shannon Chaney and Atlantis Rose.

Bid security In the amount of
lO'll> of the base bid will be
required to accompany bids.

See Cover sheet or Drawings

1
~:~~~e ~«;:sa:»~e
proposed project, please
contact the project Landscape
Architect . Archlterra Design
Group (909) 484-2800. For
bidding requirements and
questions contact the City or
Cor ona Park Planning
Department at (909) 736-2491.

K. JOHNSON
County Clerk
FILE NO. 958072
p.12/14,12/21,12/28,1/4196

Lenny Bruce used to do a perceptive and
hilarious bit called "The Sound" in which he
parodied the jazz life as it was portrayed in the
film "Young Man With A Hom." At its outset, he
comments that in this particular movie, jazz was
born, as it was in all " crappy H ollywood
pictures," in New Orleans.
While the exact location of the beginnings of
jazz may be open to speculation, after having
spoken with the magnificent and sinfully under
appreciated pianist Horace Tapscott, it is clear
that the music's Emancipation Proclamation the manifesto of "free" or "outside" playing was largely written in Los Angeles, and Tapscott
was one of its original signers.
Tapscott, who was born in Houston, moved to
Southern California by the time he was 9, and
immediately immersed himself in music. He
won a spot in Gerald Wilson's big band when he
was 14, and juggled band gigs with his studies at
Jefferson High School in South Central Los
Angeles.
After the obligatory military stint and a period
in Lionel Hampton's traveling band, Tapscott
tried new York City for a while, but soon headed
back to inner-city Los Angeles, where he still
lives today, surrounded by a multi tude of
children, grandchildren, and a great-grandchild.
"Let's just say I wasn't treated too kindiy in
our segregated society," he said of his New York
period. "I didn't appreciate the degree of nonacceptance I encountered, so I came back here
and organized." Part of what he organized was
the Uni on of God's Musicians and Artists
Ascension, which provides free music lessons to
area children.

:02;~!!1:~~.:S:~:a:'i

be held Thursday, 12/21/95 at
9:00 a.m. at 73-255 Country
Club Drive. Call (619) 3461611 for directions.

NOTICE INVITING BIDS
This project is Federally
::;::i!':t~~o~lngand
UrbanDevelopment (24 CFR,
Part 57) and subject to certain
requirements lndudlng
payment of Federal prevailing
wages, compllanc:e with
"Section 3" Affirmative Action

ICIass I'fI•ed~ I
Collect Your Child
Support, NOW!

Easy
&
Simple
Handbook. We show
you howl G UARANTEED! Only $19.95.
Order Today and
receive a FREE guide

on how to FIND DAD.
Limited Offer. 909736-8304.

LIQUOR STORE
FOR SALE

- $110,000. Call (909)
874-0937

ON SCREEN
CASTING

r

Extra,bits and models
needed now! All
ethnic groups are
needed exciting pay.
Call (909) 788-2597

',•

Special
Assistant To
The

Superintendent
San Bernardino $54,537.00 •
$56,817.00 Annual.

Minimum

auaH-

Ucatioos: Bachelor's
Degree; Valid CA
Driver's License. J.Ql2

Requirements:

Experience working
w/groups & indivi•
duals, facilitating
group discussions,
developing & Implementing community
based
programs,
coordinating programs
between
public agencies such
as public schools,
law enforcement &
juvenile
justice
systems; Knowledge
of school safety,
community
dynamics, polltlcal
processes, group
communication &
facilitation
techniques.
APPLI•
CATION DEADLINE:
01-05-96. for Job
Announcement /
Application, can: San
Bernardino Co. Supt.
of Schools 24-Hour
Job Line (909) 3861093. EOE/AA

EARN INCOME
Investing In Real
Estate Plan For Early
Retirement With Real
Estate Investments •

a.--------"""---------.......1___ _____.....,________,.._________,L,_ca_l_l,;..(9_0_9:_)8_7_4-_0_9_3_7_,J
)
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Legals
The Black Voice News
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The following person(s) ls (are)
doing business as:

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The following person(s) ls (are)
doing business as:

Laser Mold, Inc.
8608 Pigeon Pass Rd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557

Apollo Soccer Equipment
43339 Business Park Dr. #106
Temecula, CA 92590

Laser Mold, [nc
8608 Pigeon Pass Rd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
This business ls conducted by
Corporation
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the
fictitious business name or
names listed herein.
s/Earle H. Wilkins
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use In this state or a fictitious
business name In violation or

Rashid Khan
29929 Via Puerta Del Sol
Temecula, CA 92590
This business is conducted by
Individual
Registrant bas not yet begun to
transact business under the
fictitious name or names listed
herein.
s/Rashid Khan
The filing of this statement
docs not of it~elf authorize the
use In this state of a fictitious
business name In violation of

the rights of another under

the rights of another under

federal, state, or common law
(sec. 14400 et. seq. b & p code)
Statement filed with the
County Clerk of Riverside
County on November 21, 1995
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy of the original
statement on rue In my office.
FRANK K. JOHNSON
County Clerk
FILE NO. 957841
p.11/23,11/30,12/07,12/1~95

federal, state, or common law
(sec. 14400 et. seq. b & p code)
Statement flied with the
County Clerk of Riverside
County on October 27, 1995
I hereby certify that th
is copy is a correct copy of the
original statement on file In my
office.
FRANK K . JOHNSON
County Clerk
FILE NO. 957330
p.11/23,11/30,U/07,12/1~95

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The following person(s) ls (are)
doing business as:
Discount Beauty Supply
3907-A Chicago Ave.
Riverside, CA 92502
Alice Young
1477 N. Marcella
Rialto, CA 92376

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The following person(s) Is (are)
doing business as:
Vines Independent Physician
Association and Medical
Group Service
U712 Heacock, Suite#6
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

David Young
1477 N. Marcella
Rialto, CA 92376
This business is conducted by
Individuals-Husband and Wife
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the
fictitious name or names listed
herein.
s/Allce M. Young & David
Young
The flllng or this statement
does not or itself authorize the
use in thi•, state or a fictitious
busines<, name in violation or
the rigats or another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 14400 et. seq. b & p code)
Statement r.led with the
County Clerk of Riverside
County on November 21, 1995
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy of the original
statement on file In my office.

Vines Independent Physician
Association and Medical
Group Service
U712 Heacock, Suite#6
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
This business is conducted by
Corporation
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious name or names listed
on Marcil 03,1995.
s/B. Grant Anderson
The fll Ing of this statement
does not or Itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name In violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 14400 et. seq. b & p code)
Statement filed with the
County Clerk or Riverside
County on November 21, 1995
I hereby certify that this copy
ls a correct copy of the original
statement on rue lJ1 my office.

FRANK K. JOHNSON

FRANK K. JOHNSON

County Clerk
FILE NO. 957842
p.W23,11/30,12/07,12/1~95

County Clerk
FILE NO. 957843
p.ll/23,11/30,12/07,12/1~95

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The following person(s) ls (are)
doing business as:

FlCTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:

Christ Fellowship Church
2334 9th Street
Riverside, CA 92507

5 Studio
514 S. Smith Ave., #Bl06
Corona, CA 91720

Kelvin K. Ward
2334 9th Street
Riverside, CA 92507

Salvador A. Miranda
1537 Brentwood Dr.
Corona,CA 91720

April L. Ward

Marla A. Miranda
1537 Brentwood Dr.

Issuance or new birth
cerWicate)
Hearing date: 12/29/95
Time: 8:30
Dept.OS
Dated: Nov. 14, 1995
ARTHUR A. SIMS
Clerk
By: M. FAUCHER
Deputy
DENNIS A. McCONAGHY
Judge of the Superior Court
CASE NUMBER. 273443
p.11/23,11/30,U/07,12/1~95

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:

Erlc Kennedy American
Buslness & Consumer Services
24338 Tierra De Oro Street
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Eric Kennedy
24338 Tierra De Oro St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92376
This business Is conducted by
Individual
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious name or names listed
on April,1994.
s/Allce M. Young & David
Young
The filing of this statement
does not or Itself authorize the
use in this state or a fictitious
business name In violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law ,
(sec. 14400 et. seq. b & p code)
Statement filed with the
County Clerk of Riverside
County on October 25, 1995
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
FRANK K. JOHNSON
County Clerk
FILE NO. 957251
p.ll/23,11/30,U/07,12/14/95

Corona,CA 91720
This business Is conducted by
Individuals-Husband and Wife
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the
fictitious name or names listed
herein.
s/Salvador & Marla Miranda
The filing or this statement
does not of Itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name In violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 14400 eL seq. b & p code)
Statement flied with the
County Clerk of Riverside
County on November 21, 1995
I hereby certify that this copy
ls a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
FRANK K. JOHNSON
County Clerk
FlLE NO. 957839
p.ll/23,11/30,U/07,12/14/95
Superior Court of California,
County of Riverside
4050 Main St., Rm125 (PO Box
431), Riverside, Ca 92502
-0431
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE
FOR CHANGE OF NAME
AND ORDER DISPENSING
NOTICE AND THE
ISSUANCE OF NEW BIRTH
CERTIFICATE
THE COURT FINDS that
Petitloner(s) Voorhees,
Tommye Dennis ~ v e filed
a Petition for Change of Name
with the derk of this court for
an order changing
Appllcant(s)' name from
Tommye Dennis Voorhees to
Mlsieur Thomll Dennis
and
to Steffaney Marie Price to
Gabrielle Dejhene Dennis and
that this court make an or der
for the Issuance, by the state
registrar of vital statistics••
Pursuant to sections: 10450 &
10455 of the health and safety
code, of a new birth cer tificate,
reflecting applicant's proposed
name as her new name.
THE COURT ORDERS:
All people interested in this
matter appear before this court
to show cause why this
application for change of name
should not be granted on: (and

names listed herein.
s/Robert D. Brahm

Notice or Sale or Real Property
At Public Auction

The filing or this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec.14400 et. seq. b & p code)
Statement filed with the
County Clerk of Riverside
County on November 08, 1995
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
FRANK K. JOHNSON
County Clerk
FILE NO. 957560
p.11/30,12/07,12/14,12/21/95

Notice Is hereby ~ven that the

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS

underslgned,Larry J. Monteilh
Public Administrator as

NAME STATEMENT

In The Matter or The Estate of
Russell D. McCaw

Administrator or the estate or
RUSSELL D. MCCAW,
Deceased will sell at Public
Auction on December 16, 1995,
at 9:30 a.m., on the premises as
herelnal'ter described, to the
highest and best bidder upon
the terms and conditions
hereinafter mentioned, subject
to the confirmation by the
Superior Court, all the right,
title and interest of said
decedent at the time of the
death, and all the right, title
and Interest that the estate or
said decedent has by operation
of law or otherwise acquired
other than, or in addition to,
that of said decedent at the
time of death in and to all or
that certain real property
described as follows, to-wit:
The land referred to In this
Report is situated in the State
of California, County of
Riverside, and ls described as
follows:
Undivided one-half interest to:
Lots 1, 2 and 3, Block A of
Upton Acres No.7 as shown by
map on file In Book 14, Page
100 or maps, records or
Riverside County, California.
Commonly known as 31040
Byers Street, Sun City
(Menifee), California. SAID
PROPERTY IS PROPERTY
IS SOLD "AS IS''. NO
TERMITE CLEARANCE."

The following person(s) ls (are)
doing business as:
Lakeshore Village Cellular
Phones & Pager
23579 Sunnymead Ranch Pwy.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Benjamin Lee
9974 Danila Cir.
Fountain Valley, CA 92705
Jill VUlaluna
16424 Brook mead Dr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
This business is conducted by
a General Partnership
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious name or names listed
above on 11-1-95 herein.
s/Benjamin Lee & & Jill
Villaluna
The fJling of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state or a fictitious
business name In violation or
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 14400 et. seq. b & p code)
Statement r.led with the
County Clerk of Riverside
County on November 06, 1995
I hereby certify that this copy
ls a correct copy of the original
statement on rue In my office.
FRANK K. JOHNSON
County Clerk
FILE NO. 957490
p.11/30,12/07,12/14,12/21/95

The first Five Thousand
($5,000.00) dollars or 10%
deposit must be In the form of
a Cashier's Check.
Subject to current taxes,
conditions, covenants,
restrictions, reservations,
easements, rights and rights of
way of record.
The sale will be made on the
following terms: Cash in
lawful money or the United
States upon the confirmation
of sale. Deposit of ten percent
in cash upon acceptance of bid,
Policy of title and one-half of
escrow fee at expense of seller
and one-half of escrow fee at
expense of the purchaser.
A sixty day escrow shall be
opened by the seller at seller's

Taxes, rent, fire Insurance
and Interest on encumbrances,
If any, shall be pro-rated to the
close of escrow.
The undersigned reserves the
right to reject any and all bids,
and to postpone the sale from
time to time In accordance with
the provisions of Section 10350
of the Probate Code.
Dated: November 13, 1995
Larry J . Montellh Public
Administrator, as
Administrator of the estate of
said decedent
Kennedy-Wilson, Inc.
(310)314-8400
EA No. 2209896-D
No. BP034903
p.11/30,12/07,12/14/95
STATEMENT OF
ABANDONMENT OF USE
OF FICTlTIOUS BUSINESS

NAME
The followin g person(s) bas
(have) abandoned the use of
the fictitious business name:
Specialized Au to Sales
U34 Columbia B-4
Riverside,Ca 92507
The fictitious business name
referred to above was filed In
Riverside County on 2/27/95
Ralph Haas
2236 El Capitan Dr.
Riverside, Ca 92506
This business was conducted
by Individual
Signed by Ralph Haas
This statement was filed with
the County Clerk of Riverside
on November 27, 1995/
FRANK K. JOHNSON
County aerk
FILE NO. 951425
p.ll/30,12/07,12/14,12/21/95
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The following person(s) ls (are)
doing business as:
Floor Tech
6953 Wegman Drive
Riverside, CA 92509
Robert David Brahm
6953 Wegman Drive
Riverside, CA 92509
This business ls conducted by
Individuals-Husband and Wife
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the
fictitious business name or

t

Corona, CA 91719
This business Is conducted by
Individual
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious name or names listed
above on 11/1/95
s/Rene Freyre
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 14400 et. seq. b & p code)
Statement filed with the
County Clerk of Riverside
County on November 27, 1995
I hereby certify that th
is copy is a correct copy of the
original statement on rue In my

office.
FRANK K. JOHNSON
County Clerk
FILE NO. 957919
p .ll/30,12/07,12/14,12/21/95
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The following person(s) Is (are)
doing business as:
Carroll's Designs
3759 12th Street #A
Riverside, CA 92501
Joyce Caroll
15516 Villa Del Rio
Fontana, CA 92337
This business is conducted by
Individual
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the
fictitious name or names listed
herein.
s/Joyce Caroll
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec.14400 et. seq. b & p code)
Statement filed with the
County Clerk of Riverside
County on November 27, 1995
I hereby certify that this copy
ls a correct copy or the original
statement on rue in my office.
FRANK K. JOHNSON
County Clerk
FILE NO. 957916
p.11/30,12/07,12/14,12/21/95

{i

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The following person(s) ls (ate)
doing business as:

APPRAISAL: PENDING

choice.
2334 9th Street
Riverside, CA 92507
This business Is conducted by
Individuals-Husband and Wife
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the
fictitious name or names listed
herein.
s/Kelvln K. Ward & April L.
Ward
The filing or this statement
does not of Itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name In violation of
the ~ights or another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 14400 et. seq. b & p code)
Statement filed with the
County Clerk or Riverside
County on October 25, 1995
I hereby certify that this copy
ls a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
FRANK K. JOHNSON
County Clerk
FILE NO. 957257
p.ll/23,11/30,12/07,12/14/95

Thursday, December 14, 1995
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Candy Bouquet of
Corona/Norco
2150 Santa Anita Rd.
Norco, CA 91760
Patricia E. Martinez
3590 Wagoner Ln. ,
Corona, CA 91719

-

Susan M. O'Leary
2150 Santa Anita Rd.
Norco, CA 91760
This business ls conducted by
a General Partnership
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the
fictitious name or names listed
herein.
s.'Patricia E. Martinez & Susan
M. O'Leary
The filing of this statement

does not of itself authorize lhe
use In this state or a fictitious
business name In violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or ~mmon law
(sec.14400 et. seq. b & p CGde)
Statement filed with the
County Clerk of Riverside
County on November 6, 1995
I hereby certify that this copy
ls a correct copy or the original
statement on rue In my office.
FRANK K. JOHNSON
County Clerk
FILE NO. 957466
p.11/30,12107,12/14,12/21/95
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
Hemet Sweet Home
42120 Shadow Lane
Hemet, CA 92544
Ravi Tadiparthy
27110 Soboba Street
Hemet, CA 92554
Burga Tadiparthy
2711 0 Soboba Street
Hemet, CA 92554
This business ls conducted by
Individuals-Husband and Wife
Registrant bas not yet begun to
transact business under the
fictitious name or names listed
herein.
s/Ravi Tadlparthy and Burp
Tadlparthy
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use In this state or a fictitious
business name In violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 14400 et. seq, b & p code)
Statement filed with the
County Clerk of Riverside
County on November 7, 1995
I hereby certify that this copy
ls a correct copy of the original
statement on file In my office.
FRANK K. JOHNSON
County Clerk
FILE NO. 957515
p.11/30,12/07,12/14,U/21/95
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The following person(s) ls (are)
doing business as:
Silva Engineering Consultants
26710 Black Horse Circle
Corona, CA 91719
Rene Alberto Freyre
26710 Black Horse Circle

NOTICE OF APPLICATION
FOR CHANGE IN
OWNERSHlP OF
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE
LICENSE
To Whom It May Concern:
Efrain Garcia PAXTOR &
Marla Hermila Nevarez
PEREDA is (are) applying to
the Department of Alcoholic
Beverage Control to sell
alcoholic beverages at 2122 W.
Highland Ave., San
Bernardino, CA (IN) 92405
with an On-Sale Beer & Wine
Public Premises license(s).
/p/12/07/95
AMENDED
/p/12/14/95
ABC NOTICE
BARNETT, William R. &
WEGMAN, Robin A. is (are)
applying to the Department of
Alcoholic Beverage Control to
sell alcoholic beverages at 8749
Cypress Ave., Riverside, Ca
92503 with an "42" On Sale

Beer & Wine (Pub. Prem.)
llcense(s)
p .11/30,U/07,12/1 ~95
T.S. No.Al48693
Unit Code A
Loan No. 1531947/STASTNY
AP# 145-061-052•4
T.D. SERVICE COMPANY
as duly appointed Trustee
under the following described
Deed of Trust WILL SELL AT
PUBLIC AUCTION TO THE
HIGHEST BIDDER FOR
CASH (in the forms which are
lawful tender In the United
States) and/or the cashier's,
certified or other checks
specified in Civil Code Section
2924h (payable in full a the
time of sale to T.D. Service
Company) all right, title and
interest conveyed to and now
held by it under said Deed of
Trust in the property
hereinafter described :
TRUSTOR: FREDERICK C.
STASTNY
KARENE.
STASTNY
BENEFICIARY: WESTERN
FEDERAL SAVINGS &
LOAN ASSOCIATION
Recorded May 4- 1989 as Instr.
No.144122 In Book page of
Official Records In the office of
the Recorder of Riverside
County;
said Deed of Trust describes
the following:
LOT 30 OF TRACT NO. 4151,
AS SHOWN BY MAP ON
FILE IN BOOK 70, PAGES 61
AND 62 OF MAPS,
RECORDS OF RIVERSIDE
COUNTY, CALIFORNIA.
SAID LAND IS LOCATED IN
THE CITY OF RIVERSIDE.
YOU ARE IN DEFAULT
UNDER A DEED OF TRUST
DATED 4/24/89. UNLESS
YOU TAKE ACTION TO
PROTECT YOUR
PROPERTY, IT MAY BE
SOLD AT A PUBLIC SALE.
IF YOU NEED AN
EXPLANATlON OF THE
NATURE OF THE
PROCEEDING AGAINST
YOU, YOU SHOULD
CONTACT A LAWYER.
7980 GALWAY COURT,

RIVERSIDE, CA 92503
"(If a street address or
common designation of
property is shown above, no
warranty is given as to its
completeness or correctness)."
The beneficiary under said
Deed of Trust, by reason of a
breach or default in the
obligations secured thereby,
heretofore executed and
delivered to the undersigned a
written Declaration of Default
and Demand for Sale, and
written notice of default and of
election to cause the
undersigned to sell said
property to satisfy said
obligations, and thereafter the

Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious name or names listed
above on Nov.16, 19956.
s/Paciencia C . Santos, Estela C.
Jose, Theresa Castellanos &
Marisita Casim
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 14400 et. seq. b & p code)
Statement filed with the
County Clerk of Riverside
County on November 16, 1995
I h ereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original
statement on file In my office.

undersigned caused said notice
or default and of election to be

FRANK K. JOHNSON
County Clerk

Recorded January 19, 1993 as
Instr. No. 20584 In Book Page
of Official Records In the office
of the recorder of Riverside
County;

FILE NO. 957764
p.12/07,12/14, U /21,12/28/95

Said Sale or property will be
made in "as is'' condition
without covenant or warranty,
express or implied, regarding
title possession, or
encumbrances, to pay the
remaining principal sum of the
note(s) secured by said Deed of
Trust, with interest as in said
note provided, advanCf'S, if any,
under the terms of said Deed of
Trust, fees, charges and
expenses of the Trustee and of
the trusts created by said Deed
of Trust.
Said sale will be held on:
December 27, 1995, at 3 :30
p.m. at the Main Street
entrance to the County
Courthouse, 4050 Main St.,
Riverside, CA
At the time of the initial
publication of this notice, the
total amount of the unpaid
balance of the obligation
secured by the above described
Deed of Trust and estimated
costs, expenses, and advances
ls $86,965.03.
It is possible that at the time or
saie the opening bid may be
less than the total indebtedness
due.
Date: 11/28/95
T.D. SERVICE COMPANY
as said Trustee,
By Frances DePalma, Assistant
Secretary
1750 E. 4th SL, Ste. 700, Santa
Ana, CA 92705
(714) 543-8372
We are assisting the
Beneficiary to collect a debt
and any Information we obtain
will be used for that purpose
whether received orally or in
writing.

IE AVAII,ABl,E, THE
EXPECTED OPENING BID
MAY BE OBTAINED BY
CALLING THE
FOLLOWING TELEPHONE
NUMBERS ON THE DAY
BEFORE THE SALE: (714)
480-5690.
THIS ,W& NOT[CE
SUPERSEDES AND
REPLACES ANY PREVIOUS
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE'S
SALE YOU MAY HAVE
RECEIVED UNDER T.S.
#Al48693
p.12/07,12/14,12/21/95
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
Interior Motives For You
2908 Griffin Circle
Corona, CA 91719
Camille Winters
2908 Griffm Cirde
Corona, CA 91719
This business is conducted by
a Individual
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the
fictitious name or names listed
herein.
s/Camille Winters
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 14400 et. seq. b & p code)
Statement filed with the
County Clerk or Riverside
Coll~ty on November 16, 1995
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct oopy of the original
statement on file in my office.
FRANK K. JOHNSON
County Clerk
FILE NO. 957762
p.12/07,12/14,12/21,12/28/95
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The following person(s) Is (are)
doing business as:
Tri-Star Residential Care
10140 Leucadia Ln.
Riverside, CA 92503
Paclencia C. Santos
1933 Rosalia Rd.
Los Angeles, CA 90067

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The following person(s) ls (are)
doing business as:
Ron's- Rib -Barn
23675-G Sunnymead
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Ronald R. Smith
22705 Belalre Dr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Rosetta B. Smith
22705 Belaire Dr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
This business is conducted by
a Individuals-Husband and
Wife
Registrant bas not yet
commenced to transact
business under the fictitious
name or names listed herein.
s/Ronald R. Smith & Rosetta
B. Smith
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name In violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 14400 et. seq. b & p code)
Statement flied with the
County Clerk of Riverside
County on December 04, 1995
I hereby certify that this copy
ls a correct copy of the original
statement on file In my office.
FRANK K. JOHNSON
County Clerk
FILE NO. 958036
p.12107,12/14,12121,12128/9 5
FICTITIOUS BUSlNESS
NAME STATEMENT
The following person(s) ls (are)
doing business as:

Vlll$ge Treats
40ll9 Murrietta Hot Springs
Road
Murrietta, CA 92563
Robert Lord
24611 Calle San Vicente
Murrietta, CA 92562
Mary Lord
24611 Calle San Vicente
Murrietta, CA 92562
This business is conducted by
a Individuals-Husband and
Wife
Registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious name or names listed
above on 11/21/95
s/Robert and Mary Lord
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use In this state of a fictitious
business name in violation or
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 14400 et. seq. b & p code)
Statement flied with the
County Clerk or Riverside
County on November 29, 1995
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
FRANK K. JOHNSON
County Clerk
FILE NO. 957969
p.12/07,12/14,U/21,U/28/95
T.S. No. F155168
Unit Code L
Loan No. 684174-6/VALDEZ
AP# 268,172-008-6
T.D. SERVICE COMPANY
as duly appointed Trustee
under the following described
Deed of Trust WILL SELL AT
PUBLIC AUCTION TO 1'HE
HIGHEST BIDDER FOR
CASH (in the forms which are
lawful tender in the United
States) and/or the cashier's,
certified or other checks
specified In Civil Code Section
2924h (payable In full at the
time of sale to T.D. Service
Company) all right, title and
interest conveyed to and now
held by It under said Deed of
Trust In the property
hereinafter described:
T RUSTOR: PHILLIP J.
VALDEZ
BENEFICIARY:PETERSON
EQUITIES
Recorded October 21, 1988 as
Instr. No. 307305 In Book page
of Official Records In the office
of the Recorder or Riverside
County:

Theresa Castellanos
1755 Granville Ave., #2
Los Angeles, CA 90025

said Deed of Trust describes
the following:
LOT 8 OF TRACT 19839, AS
SHOWN BY MAP ON FILE
IN BOOK 145 PAGE 45 AND
46,OF MAPS, RECORDS OF
RIVERSIDE COUNTY,
CALIFORNIA.

Marisita Casim
1484 No. Rose St.
Burbank, CA 91505
This business ls conducted by
a General Partnership

YOU ARE IN DEFAULT
UNDER A DEED OF TRUST
DATED 9/29/88. UNLESS
YOU TAKE ACTION TO
PROTECT YOUR

Estela Casim Jose
10140 Leucadia Ln.
Riverside, CA 92503

PROPERTY, IT MAY BE
SOLD AT A PUBLIC SALE.
IF YOU NEED AN
EXPLANATION OF THE
NATURE OF THE
PROCEEDING AGAINST
YOU, YOU SHOULD
CONTACT A LAWYER.
6605 COLFAX COURT,
RIVERSIDE, CA 92506
"(If a street address or
common designation of
property ls shown above, no
warranty is given as to its
completeness or correctness).
''The beneficiary under said
Deed of Trust. by reason of a
breach or default In the
obligations secured thereby,

'

heretofore executed and

delivered to the undersigned a
written Declaration or Default
and Demand for Sale, and
written notice of default and of
election to cause the
undersigned to sell said
,''
property to satisfy said
,
obligations, and thereafter the ,
undersigned caused said notice
,
of default and of election to be
Recorded June 14th, 1993 as
Instr. No. 224320 In Book
Page of Official Records in
I
the office of the recorder of
,
Riverside County;
•

,

Said Sale of property will be
made in ''as is'' condition
without covenant or warranty,
express or implied, regarding
title possession, or
encumbrances, to pay the
remaining principal sum of the
note(s) secured by said Deed of
Trust, with interest as In said
note provided, advances, if any,
under the terms of said Deed of
Trust, fees, charges and
expenses of the Trustee and of
the trusts created by said Deed
of Trust.
Said sale will be held on:

,

January 3, 1996, at 3:30 p.m.
at the Main Street entrance to
the County Courthouse, 4050
Main St., Riverside, CA
At the time of the lnltlal
publication of this notice, the
total amount of the unpaid
balance of the obligation
secured by the above described
Deed of Trust and estimated
costs, expenses, and advances
in $142,131.82.
It ls possible that at the time or
sale the opening bid may be
less than the total indebtedness
due.
D11ted 12/05/95
T.1>. SERVICE COMPANY
as said Trustee
Crystal Espinoza, Assistant
Secretary
1750 E. 4th St., Ste 700, Santa
Ana, CA 92705
(714) 543-8372
We are assisting the
Beneficiary to collect a debt
and any information we obtain
will be used for that purpose
whether received orally or In
writing.

IE AVAILAllL~ THE
EXPECTED OPENING BID
MAY BE OBTAINED BY
CALLING THE
FOLLOWING TELEPHONE
NUMBERS ON THE DAY
BEFORE THE SALE: (714)
480-5690.
p.12/14,12/21,12/28
NOTICE INVITlNG BIDS
for
PROJECT NO. 431-8133
In the
CITY OF CORONA,
CALIFORNIA

;,

~!

PUBLIC NOTICE IS
HEREBY GIVEN that
SEALED PROPOSALS will be
received at the office of the
City Clerk, City Hall, 815 W.
Sixth Street, Corona,
California 91720, up to 11:00
a.m., Wedn~sdaI, Januari 3,
~ at which time they will be
pu bllcly opened and read for
the work generally described
as follows:
Play area improvements
including excavation, concrete,
irrigation, planting, and play
structure for City Park In
Corona, California.
All in accordance with the
Plans (Drawing No. T-1 to L7), Specifications, Special
Provisions, and other Contract
Documents on rue in the Public
Works Department or the City
or Corona, California.
No bid will be a ccepted unless
it ls made on the Bidder's
Proposal forms furnished by
the City. Each bid must be
accompanied by cash or a
certified check, cashier's
check, or Bidder's Bond on th e
bond form provided by the
City, payable to the City of
Corona, In an amount equal tu
al least 10% of the total
amount of the bid. Failure to
execute the Contract
Agreement and/or submit the
required Faithful Perfor mance
Bond, Labor and Materials
Payment Bond, and insurance
Certificates to the City within
twenty(20) calendar days after
the date of the award of the
Contract shall be just cause for
the annulment of the award
and forfeiture of the proposal

continued on B·- 5
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